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                                                       STATION CHECK IN 

  I checked in at the American Embassy where I met with my old boss, now Station Chief, 
Ted Shackley. I owed the man. Besides asking for me personally, he bent the rules, allowing 
my wife and children to remain in Vietnam throughout my tour.  To my knowledge, I was the 
only CIA officer authorized to do this. Others were required to leave their family home in the 
United States or have them live in Taipei, Hong Kong, or Thailand.  Ted was a taskmaster 
who ruled with an iron fist. Success had to be measured in terms of the number of 
intelligence reports disseminated, penetration agents recruited, VCI captured or killed, etc.  
The only exception, which ranked as the number one priority on Regional Officer in Charge 
fitness reports, was "Assist in Winning the War."  This was most important, yet how could it 
be measured?  I always felt it ludicrous to measure progress in terms of enemy KIAs, enemy 
attack numbers, or statistics forwarded in monthly reports..  Enemy capability is what really 
mattered. Often times an entire province would appear pacified only to witness a total 
security collapse when the hidden enemy decided to show its fangs.  But bean counters in 
Washington had a voracious appetite for evidence justifying the enormous amount of funds 
being spent to support the Vietnamese war effort. So reports to headquarters only increased 
over time.  While many viewed Ted Shackley as a cold-hearted tyrant, he had a soft side.  
Once you gained his confidence, he was loyal almost to a fault. He did this in Miami, and 
later on in Vietnam, Laos and at CIA Headquarters. 

 Shackley's message to me was brief and to the point. “I want you to prevent all enemy 122 
rocket attacks on Saigon. Figure out how to do this as senior advisor to Region III Provincial 
Reconnaissance Units.”  This made sense, since the region encompassed all terrain outside 
the city except neighboring Gia Dinh province. I readily accepted this daunting task, although 
I had a specific plan in mind to accomplish it.  

                                                 REGION III BASE INTRODUCTION 

    The following morning I drove my Agency provided jeep on the same Bien Hoa highway I 
had driven back in 1966 to our Region III Headquarters overlooking the Dong Nai River. The 
two story building, inside a thick ten foot concrete wall topped with barbed wire, was the 
creation of my former Region I Deputy and old time Miami paramilitary officer, Bob Wall.  
The building resembled a two-story motel, containing living quarters on the top level with a 
large dining room and offices below. Case officers called the compound "The Monastery," 
since they were expected to be pure throughout their tour of duty.  Obviously, those living 
there weren’t particularly pleased with this arrangement, but it did keep them relatively safe.  
I personally liked the idea of having a place to stay instead of having to drive back and forth 
to my family in Saigon every day, which I did on weekends. 
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                                                      The Monastery 
 

    During my introduction and check in at Base Region III Headquarters, I was not 
particularly impressed.  The ROIC, Bob Brown, had only a few days remaining on his 
tour. He seemed totally disinterested in our mission, showing no noticeable signs of affection 
for paramilitary officers like myself.  Besides, he was a booze hound. Needless to say, we 
didn't hit it off.  Not that it mattered, for a few weeks later he was on his way home.  He was 
replaced temporarily by Tucker Gougelmann, a six foot, former WWII Marine officer. What 
a contrast! Tucker was everything Bob wasn't. Of all the great men I had worked for in the 
past, he was definitely the best. What luck?  Looking back, simply having met and worked 
with this legendary hero was reward enough for signing up for a second Vietnam tour.  
Tucker was a man's man.  He led by example. While everyone else turned up their air 
conditioning at night, he turned his off. He was one tough SOB. Tucker’s leg was shattered 
by a Japanese bullet during the Solomons campaign in WWII. His leg never fully healed, 
leaving him limping in pain for the rest of his life. After the war while visiting Japan, he sat 
across from a Japanese Marine who lost his right leg. He felt sorry for the soldier, thinking he 
answered his county’s call just like he did. It showed a side of him I never expected. 
Although I was too young to fight in WWII, I could never bring myself to forgive the 
Japanese for their grossly inhumane behavior, especially the way they treated POWs. Tucker 
had served a tour in Vietnam's I Corps prior to 1965 running South Vietnamese agents into 
North Vietnam from Danang. When it became too large for CIA to handle, the program was 
turned over to MACSOG's Navy Support Activity. Tucker had a wonderful sense of humor 
and was fun guy. On an operation in Long Khanh province years before, he came upon a 
small bear whose mother was killed during a firefight.  Rather than leaving the infant animal 
alone, he took it with him to Saigon as a pet, feeding it milk out of a baby bottle. He built a 
house for the small bear in a six foot alley between the Duc Hotel in Saigon and the chain 
linked fence perimeter. To shade the animal from the sun, he covered the fence with canvas 
which ran the alley's entire length, leaving only a small slit opening where the sheets 
joined. It didn't take long for his pet to grow full size. Hilariously, anyone walking down the 
street past the bear's enclosure would be followed by two blue eyes peering through a canvas 
slit. Eventually, Tucker was ordered to remove Go Go.  He later flew his pet back to Long 
Khanh by chopper and left him at a berry patch while he was eating.  When it came to work, 
however, Tucker was all business.  He would walk down the office hall a few seconds after 
0800 sharp yelling, "I don't hear those blank- blank typewriters clicking, what the hell is 
going on?" Just about every other word coming out of his mouth was pure Marine drill 
instructor profanity. It didn't seem to bother anyone; Tucker was Tucker and they accepted it. 
Sitting on our porch with a cool beer in hand, he often talked about owning a large sport 
fishing boat as soon as he retired. I filled him in on my past fishing and diving experience 
and he seemed to enjoy the stories immensely. Needless to say, I hated to see Tucker leave 
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when our permanent ROIC finally arrived. (To give the reader a full understanding of this 
great man, the following appears in the Wikipedia encyclopedia :) 

During the war Tucker served in the Pacific, participating in battles such as Guadalcanal. 
During the Solomon Islands campaign he suffered a severe wound as the result of being shot 
in the right leg by a Japanese sniper while he was helping to move his fellow soldiers who 
were wounded out of danger. 

Although the military doctors told him that his leg would have to be amputated as part of his 
treatment, Gougelmann was intent on returning to service and therefore refused to give his 
permission for the doctors to proceed with the amputation. He wound up keeping his leg but 
as a result his convalescence lasted for two years. During this time he was decorated with a 
Purple Heart in recognition of his having sustained the injury in combat. 

By the time he had recovered and was returned to active duty the war was drawing to a close. 
Regardless, Gougelmann remained in the Corps until his honorable discharge in 1949. 
Wanting to continue in service to his country, Gougelmann joined the then nascent Central 
Intelligence Agency, which had been created from the embattled Central Intelligence Group 
("CIG") following the National Security Act of 1947 which Truman had signed in to law only 
two years earlier. 

Although the CIG had a track record of difficulty with attracting "the best and the brightest," 
the newly formed CIA had no such difficulties in its early years. It was in fact a magnet for 
many of the nation's privileged youth who were recent graduates of top educational 
institutions, such as Ivy League universities. It was viewed as presenting a unique set of 
challenges, interesting work, and the opportunity to serve the country at the beginning of 
what would ultimately become known as the Cold War. Known for his personality, charisma, 
intellect, and "get-it-done" attitude, as well as enjoying a good challenge and the opportunity 
to serve both his country and democracy on a global scale, Gougelmann was a great fit for 
the CIA of that time.  

COLD WAR SERVICE 

According to his colleagues who knew him well, Gougelmann served in the CIA with the 
same energy, enthusiasm, and results that he had displayed in the Marines. He was first 
assigned to Korea during the United Nations Police Action from 1950-1953, where he 
participated in many Covert Operations, such as helping agents to infiltrate the North. His 
covert operations expertise was put to use and he was subsequently involved with the CIA's 
attempts to overthrow Fidel Castro in Cuba during the mid/late 1950s and early 1960s. 
Although not officially recognized, Gougelmann was reported to have been not only involved 
with, but actually at the botched invasion attempted at the Bay of Pigs - a claim that still 
persists but remains unconfirmed. Following the failed attempts to remove Castro from 
power and the public relations problems that it caused for the Kennedy Administration, the 
CIA's role with respect to Cuba was severely curtailed and as far as the Agency was 
concerned the Cold War's active theater moved from Cuba back to other parts of the world, 
including Southeast Asia. His assignments during that time took him to Afghanistan as well 
as various locations in Europe. 
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Vietnam 

In 1962 Gougelmann was assigned to South Vietnam. He continued to specialize in covert 
paramilitary operations work, coordinating Swift Boat raids against the North using 
Taiwanese nationals posing as civilians. Following the conclusion of the Swift Boat raiding 
program, Gougelmann was assigned to the CIA's Saigon Station where his knowledge of 
covert operations methods was put to use in the domestic counter-intelligence work of a local 
governmental entity. Being settled in a location for the first time in a long while, 
Gougelmann began a family life there with a local woman. 

Gougelmann departed South Vietnam in 1975 before the final military capitulation and was 
living in Bangkok, Thailand as a civilian. When his loved ones were unable to be evacuated 
from Saigon prior to the impending Communist occupation, he ignored the warnings of many 
and returned on his own. Once there, he established contact with his family, but was having 
difficulty finding a way to get them out of the country as they had missed the last plane out 
before the occupation began. In the environment of that time, his presence was very unsafe as 
the communists had an extensive intelligence network utilizing many civilians, and an 
American CIA Officer would be a prime catch. 

Although his family tried their best to hide him, including stuffing him in an alcove behind a 
refrigerator, he was eventually found during a search being conducted by the police on the 
advice of a local informant. 

Capture, interrogation and torture 

He was immediately taken in to custody and kept in the main prison of the area, Chi Hoa 
Prison. Many Vietnamese prisoners in Wing ED, where he was being kept, saw him. A 
French reporter had even seen him being abducted. The totalitarian Communist government 
of Vietnam denied that they were holding him, despite being presented with evidence to the 
contrary. Details of his imprisonment are limited and unconfirmed, and what he suffered at 
the hands of the Vietnamese during his captivity is based on examination of the evidence 
after the fact. 

Gougelmann was removed from the prison several times to be taken for interrogation, and 
government officials believe he was tortured during this time. The Vietnamese government 
continued to deny that they were holding Gougelman for the remainder of 1975 and 1976, but 
in 1977 they finally relented and released his remains to U.S. authorities. Postmortem 
examination by U.S. government officials revealed that Gougelmann was tortured during his 
captivity, as evidenced primarily by a very large number of broken bones which appeared to 
have been broken and re-broken after healing. 

After death 

Before he left Bangkok to try to retrieve his family, Gougelmann had asked a friend of his to 
promise him that if anything happened to him, she would continue to struggle to get his 
family out of Vietnam and to America so that they would be safe and have a better life than if 
they stayed in Vietnam. His youngest son, Edward, had not even been born until after 
Tucker's abduction. 
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Gougelmann's friend kept her promise and by working vigorously and relentlessly, taking 
such extreme steps as contacting the CIA Director, the White House, Congress, and other 
high-ranking government offices, she managed to get Gougelmann's entire Vietnamese 
family visa's to come to the United States. She had fulfilled her promise. 

After Gougelmann's remains were returned stateside and the investigation was finished, he 
was given a proper Quaker funeral and buried at Arlington National Cemetery. His grave is 
next to that of Francis Gary Powers, also a former military man who was recruited by the 
CIA. While working for the CIA as part of their U-2 program as a pilot, Powers became 
famous when he was shot down over Soviet airspace while on a photo reconnaissance 
mission; but unlike Gougelmann, the Soviets did not deny Powers' captivity and in fact tried 
to use it for propaganda purposes. 

CIA Headquarters in Langley, Virginia has a Memorial Wall to honor those CIA staff who 
died in the line of duty. Although Gougelmann died while not acting on behalf of the CIA but 
rather as a civilian, they decided that his death was a result of the official business that he had 
conducted in the past on behalf of the Agency. Accordingly, one of the stars on the wall 
honors his sacrifice. 

His family (whose evacuation from Vietnam was the reason that Gougelmann returned to 
Vietnam at the end of the war) now lives in the United States. 
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                                           MR 3 OPERATIONAL TERRAIN 
 
    Before describing my role in Military Region III, or III Corps, I would first like to provide 
the reader some understanding of the terrain and provincial structure which existed at that 
time. The area is shaped like a wheel with its hub representing Saigon and the neighboring 
province of of Gia Dinh. Outward are the surrounding provinces of Binh Hoa, where our 
regional office was located, Phuoc Tuy, Binh Tuy, Long Khanh, Phuoc Long, Binh Long, 
Binh Duong, Tay Ninh, Hau Nghia and Long An. These provinces were further broken down 
into districts which, in turn, were divided into villages composed of hamlets. However, Viet 
Cong organized the area differently though some of their names were similar.  The eastern 
half of the Region was densely forested with the majority of the population centered on lines 
of communications and provincial and district centers. On the other hand, the western portion 
of the region resembled IV Corps with its rice fields extending into Cambodia and the 
Meking Delta.  To simplify their organizational structure, the communist Central Office of 
Vietnam (COSVN) organized the eastern semi-circle of III Corps into two quarters: namely, 
Thu Bien, formerly Sub-region 5, to the north, and Ba Ria, formerly Sub-region 4, to the 
south. Moreover, they divided the western semi-circle into the Long An Sub-region to the 
south and Sub-region I to the north. Over the years, traditional enemy strongholds received 
special names by allied forces such as the Iron Triangle, Trapezoid, Pineapple Forest, War 
Zone C and War Zone D.  Traditional enemy infiltration routes were also named, such as the 
Saigon River and Song Be River corridors. In certain high priority security areas, the 
Government of Vietnam established special tactical zones. They included the Rung Sat 
Special Zone, a mangrove swamp which followed the meandering Saigon River south from 
Saigon to the South China Sea, and the Capital Military District which included Saigon City 
and surrounding Gia Dinh province.   
 
                                            ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
 
    In each Military Region the leading Vietnamese authority was the Corps Commander, in 
charge of all South Vietnamese forces in the area.  Through his staff, the Commander is also 
responsible for territorial forces.—Regional Forces (RF) companies and Popular Forces (PF) 
platoons, which provided security for the population.  In provinces, the Province Chief, in 
turn, was responsible for territorial forces as Sector Commander.  Thus the Province Chief 
wore a dual hat as Sector Commander. Technically, Province Chiefs maintained a degree of 
independence since they were selected by the President.  However, as most province chiefs 
were subordinate in military rank to ARVN division commanders, they were reluctant to 
endanger their military careers by alienating division commanders operating in their area.  
Political connections, usually emanating from complicated family ties, also played heavily in 
continued power struggles among the Vietnamese military officers; this was usually not 
easily recognized by American counterparts. Thus individual officer imagination, personal 
initiative and other qualities of leadership which Americans thrived on, were generally 
lacking in the Vietnamese army.  
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    The Vietnamese Special Branch (SB), which in the chain of command came under the 
Vietnamese National Police (NP), had security responsibilities associated with combating 
subversives, including the Peoples Revolutionary Party and all of its manifestations.  The 
Regional Director of NP was the leading police authority in the MR.  Though the police 
command was structured to be independent of the military, a shortage of leadership through 
years of war forced the assignment of military officers to leading positions within the NP 
structure.  Superficially, harmony existed between assigned military officers and career 
civilian policemen; however, there was an undercurrent of rivalry, resentment and friction 
which tended to lower the spirit of the entire police force. Most police and special branch 
case officer were assigned to populated cities and province capitals where security was the 
greatest. In rural areas, especially contested villages and hamlets, there was a noticeable lack 
of police authority. In such areas the police did not normally have enough muscle to contend 
with subversive elements intermingled with local and guerrilla force units, even when 
exploitable intelligence was available. 
    Other security elements in Vietnam included the Military Security Service (MSS) which 
was responsible for uncovering Communist penetrations of the South Vietnamese armed 
forces and government. As with the police, MSS Representatives became fewer in number 
from province to district and were seldom found below district. 
    On the U.S. side, the Military Assistance Command (MACV) provided advisory assistance 
to the South Vietnamese government at all significant levels to district.  U.S. military and 
civilian advisors referred to the Vietnamese they advised as “counterparts.” In each Region 
the senior U.S. representative, a U.S. Army general officer was the Senior Advisor in the 
Regional Assistance Command. He was assisted on the civilian side by a Deputy for Civil 
Operations and Revolutionary Development Support (DEPCORDS).  The Regional Senior 
Advisor also had a military deputy and staff that mirrored the staff sections of the ARVN 
including: G-1 administration; G-2 intelligence; G-3 operations; G-4 logistics and others. A 
similar relationship existed at province and district levels in the form of Province or District 
Senior Advisors (PSA) (DSA) and Province or District Assistance Teams. 
    When operating in a relatively enclosed environment such as MR 3, the personalities of 
leading U.S. and South Vietnamese authorities weighed significantly in terms of what could 
and would not be accomplished operationally. The reputation enjoyed by a particular agency 
depended on its ability to produce successful operations without antagonizing those who 
provided coordination and support.  Credit also had to be shared when operations were 
successful even when, in some instances, those sharing credit proved to be more of a liability 
than an asset.  In 1971 Major General James Hollingsworth led the Third Regional 
Assistance Command (TRAC).. He quickly established himself as a dynamic and forceful 
leader in the General Patton tradition.  On the other hand, his counterpart, General Minh, the 
MR 3 Commander, though intellectually bright and responsive, never proved to be colorful, 
remaining mostly aloof from his men, particularly during critical periods. Despite these 
contrasting personalities, both men willingly endorsed and supported Agency operations 
plans and provided the authority that otherwise would have curtailed operations or even made 
them impossible.  Unfortunately, the Regional Director of the National Police, Colonel Hien, 
had been wounded seriously the year before in a Viet Cong ambush.  His deputy, though well 
intentioned, fell far short in terms of ability.  Nevertheless, Agency Special Branch advisors 
were well respected and maintained a warm relationship. 
 
                                       ENEMY AND FRIENDLY SITUATION  
                                                                                         
                                                MILITARY REGION III 1970 
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   When I returned to Bien Hoa in July, 1970, the majority of Communist main force and 
North Vietnamese Army (NVA) units were located in Cambodia. Enemy forces which 
directly threatened MR 3 from Cambodia included the 5th VC, 9th VC and 7th NVA divisions, 
the 69 artillery group and the 24th 271st independent regiment. Within MR 3, territorial forces 
were threatened primarily by the 33rd NVA regiment, 274th VC regiment, 429th sapper group, 
K-1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12 battalions in Long An and Hau Nghia provinces, Q-16 VC regiment and 
101st NVA regiment.  Throughout the region enemy main force units were augmented by 
additional local force and guerrilla units subordinate to enemy sub-regional and lower 
echelons.  
   To counter the enemy’s threat in border provinces, the 5th and 25th ARVN divisions 
periodically conducted operations along the border and into Cambodia. Within MR 3, the 18th 
ARVN division was fragmented into battalion sized (500-600man) units and smaller to 
provide security and patrol near major base camps previously occupied by U.S. military 
forces.  Additionally, a Mobile Strike Force was created consisting of the 3rd Airborne 
Brigade, 3rd and 6th Ranger Groups and the 3rd Armor Brigade. The Force maintained 
pressure on the enemy, primarily in the vulnerable Saigon River Corridor by conducting 
routine search and sweep operations. The entire ARVN effort within the regions was 
augmented by territorial force operations of the RF and PF. In some instances, particularly in 
eastern MR 3, VC companies were organized into battalion-sized mobile units which later 
proved most effective in countering enemy unit.  However, operations by ARVN forces in 
the area were seldom based on concrete intelligence and rarely were conducted in enemy 
sanctuaries, base camps and rear service areas.  Despite considerable motion militarily within 
MR 3, hard core Communist political havens were not seriously threatened. 
    All enemy forces in the region were supported by a carefully organized and effective Party 
Committee structure known as the Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI). Their membership 
included both legal and illegal cadre.  The legal cadre carried bona fide GVN identification 
cards and lived among the South Vietnamese population.  A considerable number of VCI 
legal cadre were involved in intelligence activity as part of security, military proselyting and 
military intelligence sections of the various sub-region, district, village and hamlet party 
committees.  Since they were not easy to identify, operations security in Vietnam was a 
continuous problem. Legal VCI could be identified through carefully prepared police work 
with evidence that had to stand up in a court of law. (For example, a minimum of three 
separate intelligence reports from different reporting agencies was need to blacklist or 
apprehend identified targets. Operationally, legal VCI cadres in the region were viewed as 
vulnerable targets.  Unfortunately, few significant VCI (district level and above) lived legally 
in accessible areas. They were usually located in underground bunkered sanctuaries, moved 
frequently, or camped close to strong enemy military bases. They communicated using a very 
elaborate system of human couriers known as “commo/liaison cadre.”  From an operational 
standpoint, illegal VCI were viewed as very hard and difficult targets. 
 
 
                                        CIA REGION III BASE ORGANIZATION 
 
    Each of the four Military Regions of South Vietnam contained a CIA Base under the 
supervision of its Chief, assisted by a Deputy, Chief of Operations and staff. Accordingly, 
each Base was organized into sections responsible for specific areas of interest relating to 
Saigon Station priorities and policies.  Ted Shackley, the Station Chief, spelled out priorities 
in very clear terms; namely help win the war, penetrate the VCI, collect, process and 
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disseminate intelligence, eliminate the VCI, and assist the South Vietnamese Special Branch 
in becoming an effective viable intelligence organization capable of running penetration 
operations against the Peoples Revolutionary Party (PRP). To accomplish these objectives, 
our Base was organized into various sections which included; PRU Advisory, Special Branch 
Advisory, Unilateral Penetration, Regional Interrogation, Cambodian Operations, Reports 
Analysis, Support (responsible for communications, logistics and finance.)  Within the 
region, Base was also responsible for teams assigned to priority provinces represented by 
teams consisting of a Province Officer in Charge (POIC), Special Branch Advisor and 
Unilateral Officer.  
 
                                 CIA BASE OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
     When I arrived at Base, PRU advisors supported the Provincial Reconnaissance Unit 
(PRU) Program.  The primary mission of the PRUs was to collect intelligence on the VCI 
and conduct covert small unit operations against this target. The program operated in all ten 
MR 3 provinces, plus the Rung Sat Special Zone (RSSZ). The number of PRUs in each 
province varied, but usually numbered less than 100 men.  Theoretically, in carrying out their 
mission, Phung Hoang Intelligence and Operations Coordination Centers (IOCC’s) provided 
the PRU with lists of identified and targeted VCI.  Through the use of small intelligence 
collection teams, located at district, the PRU developed additional information on targeted 
individuals from sympathizers, informants, ralliers (called Chu Hois) and interrogations of 
captured VCI.  When sufficient exploitable information on targeted individuals was 
compiled, the PRU planned, and with approval of the province chief, carried out operations 
to capture or, if unavoidable, kill the target.  Contrary to the opinion of many skeptics, PRU 
in MR 3 did operate within the legal framework of the GVN. However, a continuing problem 
was the tendency of some province chiefs to assign PRU units to duties which had little 
relation or were basically incompatible with the PRU anti-VCI mission.  These included 
static defense, reconnaissance and ambush operations and palace guard duties.  Without 
doubt, PRUs in MR 3 proved to be a very effective anti-VCI force.  In addition to seeking out 
VCI in well-protected sanctuaries, MR 3 PRUs consistently captured or killed over one 
hundred VCI per month and disseminated numerous reports to local intelligence components. 
They also provided the Base with an independent action capability to pursue operational 
leads which otherwise would have been impossible if Base had to rely solely on existing 
GVN and U.S. forces for action. 
    The MR 3 Base was also responsible for advising and supporting the Vietnamese Special 
Branch on joint VCI penetration operations and a hamlet informant program (HIP) intended 
to develop agents, informants and sympathizers in the rural areas.  Years before, the Vietnam 
Station assisted the SB with the construction, development, training, management and 
general operation of Provincial Interrogation Centers (PRC). The idea appeared sound; 
however, military dominance over the police made it difficult to obtain or retain captured 
sources of significance.  This was further complicated by SB bureaucracy where, despite 
efforts to the contrary, PIC interrogators were considered at the bottom of the ladder. 
Promising interrogators seldom remained and PIC reports, though correct in format, hardly 
reflected detailed intelligence leads which could and should have been obtained. 
Consequently, in 1971 all Station support to the PICs ceased. This only ruled out support to 
PICs, but not Station and Base advisory assistance to the SB as far as interrogations were 
concerned.  Recognizing that all significant sources, whether military or political, normally 
went through ARVN military interrogation channels, MR 3 Base oriented it primary 
interrogation advisory effort in support of the South Vietnamese military Combined 
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Interrogations Center (CIC). Over time, the Base Interrogation Officer cultivated a warm 
relationship with the Officer in Charge of the CIC. This relationship enabled the Base to 
obtain custody of the most desirable ralliers, prisoners and captured VCI. Knowledgeable 
sources, once under Base custody, were then brought into a debriefing house where an 
indigenous staff of area experts solicited their full cooperation.  In contrast to prison wall, the 
debriefing house was extremely comfortable with air conditioned rooms, excellent food, 
individual beds with soft mattresses and TV.  Furthermore, sources who cooperated were 
offered job security. In such an atmosphere, it normally required only a short period of time 
before sources became cooperative, even to where they volunteered information and offered 
to guide operations against former colleagues.  Then the debriefing house became fully 
operable, it became the heart of the Base interrogation effort against the VCI. Information 
gathered from interrogation reports were collated into a centralized data bank which 
ultimately became the prime source of intelligence on enemy political and military units 
operating in the region. 
    Unquestionably, the Unilateral Officer hand the most difficult and frustrating job at Base.  
Prior to my arrival, several unilateral suffered had nothing to show for their efforts after 
several recruitments attempts fizzled out. Usually by the operations case officer rotation date, 
even the most promising leads evaporated. Many of these carefully prepared recruitment 
attempts failed right before authentication. Problems of language, security, communications, 
access, etc. proved practically insurmountable in recruiting bona fide members of the VCI 
with access to intelligence on enemy plans and intentions. Recognizing the tremendous 
divergence in upbringing, individual values, family relationships and century old custom, we 
sympathized with the problem.  To give the unilateral penetration effort impetus and greatest 
chances for success, every officer assigned to the Base was expected, s a matter of routine, to 
pursue operational leads from the developmental stage to authentication.  Consequently, 
every case officer had some exposure to the challenge. For an inexperienced officer, the 
moment of enlightenment usually occurred when debriefing a knowledgeable cooperative 
source. Such a session demonstrated how little the new officer knew about the enemy and its 
infrastructure.  
    The Base was also involved in a tripartite intelligence operation with ARVN and the 
Cambodian government. The operation provided agent reporting from the populated areas of 
Kompong Cham and Svay Rieng provinces, Cambodia. Much of this information eventually 
led to 5-52 strikes against traditional enemy sub-regional command headquarters and base 
areas in Cambodia. 
    Every Base operations officer was also expected to write disseminatable intelligence 
reports. Operations officers debriefed defectors and POW s to obtain penetration leads, 
tactical operations leads against VCI targets, strategic intelligence, or for background 
purposes. These reports were prepared in proper format and presented to the Base reports 
officer for review and further processing. It was also customary to provide the reports officer 
with translated copies of all significant captured documents. From an operation view, it was 
well advised to review disseminated Base intelligence reports to lean more about the enemy.  
 
 
I was well acquainted with Base responsibilities well beforehand, having read most of their 
prepared cable traffic to CIA Headquarters.  However, my role as Regional PRU Advisor was 
about to change. Soon after my feet were on the ground, my South Vietnamese Regional 
PRU counterpart, Mr. Vu Hoi Nam, paid a visit to all the province PRU commanders in the 
region.  Previously, Mr. Nam played a key role in the November 1963 coup against Ngo 
Dinh Diem. Although I hardly considered him a warrior, I did believe he was an excellent 
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administrator and well suited for the job.  Most of the American PRU advisors in the region 
were either U.S. Army or Marines. All were well respected and doing a fine job. However, an 
incident involving Green Beret Special Forces in II Corps caused MACV General Abrams to 
recall all military advisors assigned to Agency programs, including those who worked in the 
PRU program.  General Abram’s decision was based on a case where Special Forces 
intelligence personnel uncovered a double agent and solicited advice from Hal Chipman, a 
CIA case officer I had once worked with in Miami and was now assigned to Region II  After 
listening to the problem, Chipman advised him to “terminate the man with extreme 
prejudice.”  This was a term commonly used within the intelligence community to signify 
that the individual could not be trusted and should never be hired.  However, without a 
detailed explanation, the SF officer used his wild imagination to assume the passage meant 
extermination. So the SF killed the agent.  The military thoroughly investigated the case 
which led to a trial that attracted worldwide media attention, plus an end to military PRU 
advisors. This left me as the sole remaining PRU advisor in MR 3 until help arrived.  There 
was, however, one exception. At Nha Be, Navy Commander Williams and his assistant, 
Marine Major, William Cowen, were responsible for Rung Sat Special Zone security. They 
realized how important and effective the local PRU unit in supporting his mission so they 
became de facto PRU advisors.  A role we greatly appreciated. (More on the Rung Sat PRUs 
later.)  The first officer assigned to assist me was Jack Harrell, who was new to the 
organization.  When I outlined his duties, he took exception to the fact I fully expected him to 
participate in PRU operations. This to me was unacceptable. After I mentioned this to 
Tucker, he arranged for Jack’s transfer immediately.  Soon afterwards, our permanent ROIC, 
Don Gregg, arrived, replacing Tucker who returned to Saigon as the Station’s national PRU 
advisor. It didn’t take very long for me to realize how fortunate we were to have Don as our 
new leader. We flew together visiting all the provinces where he asked the right questions 
and demonstrated an intellect far exceeding any I had seen in other field officers throughout 
my career. Besides that, he had a wonderful sense of humor.  

 
 

 
                                                                     DON GREGG 
(Later became VP George Bush’s National Security Advisor and Ambassador to South Korea 

) 
 
Don also seemed to be a highly compassionate individual. I always felt his assignment to a 
war zone must have been a difficult adjustment for him, yet he took it in stride. He attended 
the same Agency paramilitary course as Jack Downey, who along with Richard Fecteau, 
were captured by the Chinese Communists in November1952 after their aircraft was downed 
over China while parachuting supplies to anti-communist forces. The two of them were still 
languishing in a Chinese prison when Don told me the story. What impressed Don most in 
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training, is Downey never slept without first kneeling beside his bed in prayer. (Both men 
were subsequently released, Fecteau in 1971, and Downey in 1973, during Nixon’s 
rapprochement with China)  I would later learn (the hard way) that Don Gregg was one hell 
of a tennis player. His left handed serve came in like a spinning rocket.  In his book “Slow 
Burn,” base officer Oren Deforest characterized Don Gregg as being aloof, detached, lacking 
interpersonal skills and “not a man with much warmth in his personality.” How he arrived at 
this conclusion I found puzzling and beyond belief. This tall, handsome and brilliant officer 
was completely the opposite of that portrayed by Oren. In fact, I consider Don to be the most 
compassionate and decent individuals I have ever known, no less worked for.   They couldn’t 
have sent us a finer boss. Our good fortune with Don was followed by another great addition 
to our staff, Felix Rodrigues a former Cuban national who had been a CIA agent in Havana 
during the Bay of Pigs. He would be my PRU assistant. Felix was a legend. When Cuban 
DGI intelligence began arresting Agency spies after the ill fated invasion, he escaped by 
entering the Venezuelan Embassy where he stayed until the staff managed to smuggle him 
out.  Subsequently, the Agency assigned him to Bolivia where he worked as a 
communications advisor to the Bolivian Rangers involved in tracking down communist 
insurgents headed by the notorious Che Guevera. 
 
  

                                   .   
                                          Felix Rodriguez poses with Che  
 
 
When Che was captured in 1967, Felix was instructed by CIA to "do everything possible to 
keep him alive."  However, the Bolivian Government would have no part of it, ordering the 
Ranger commander to execute the prisoner. Before Che was shot by a firing squad, Felix 
looked him in the eye and told him of his fate. His account of the incident is detailed in 
Felix’s book “Shadow Warrior,” which he wrote with the help of author John Weisman. 
Castro wasn’t about to allow his communist friend to die without retaliating, so he sent 
Cuban hit teams throughout Latin America to kill all those responsible, including Felix. 
Knowing this, the Agency assigned Felix to Vietnam.  Whereas Jack Harrell avoided combat, 
Felix relished it. In fact, he was fearless to the point of almost having a death wish. What 
compelled him was having experienced the loss of his country to communist tyranny. From 
that day forward, he dedicated his life to fight communism no matter where its ugly head 
emerged... From my prospective, he was perfect for the job. His energy level, courage, 
commitment, aggressiveness and competence quickly proved him to be a genuine dedicated 
warrior.  
    President Nixon’s Vietnamization Plan was in full swing during this time. American 
military forces in South Vietnam were being drawn down rapidly, leaving us with only a 
handful of the most effective units still in country. This included the nucleus of military 
advisors, forward air control units, attack air, helicopter gunship and lift components, and a 
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few troops. As senior PRU advisor, in this context, I considered my role in the program was 
to now bring self-sufficiency to all the region’s province PRU units. This was a matter of 
leadership, which I could largely influence.. Hence, initially, with my counterpart, our focus 
was on assessing, encouraging and supporting all nine province PRU programs.. Meanwhile, 
I sent my assistant, Felix, to grind his teeth by working with the Rung Sat PRUs and learn 
why they were the most productive and successful PRU units in the region.  
 
  

             

  

 

 
 
                              OPERATIONS IN THE RUNG SAT SPECIAL ZONE 
 
    Our focus on the Rung Sat was for good reason. It encompassed an area of approximately 
600 square miles of heavy mangrove swamps, much of which fell well within the range of 
potential enemy rocket fire aimed at Saigon. Moreover, the whole area provided excellent 
concealment for VC forces interdicting shipping along the main ship to Saigon. Considering, 
over 20,000 U.S. Marines stationed in the Danang Rocket Belt proved incapable of halting 
rocket attacks against the Danang Airfield, stopping these attacks was by no means a small 
undertaking.  The RSSZ command was located at Nha Be, roughly ten kilometers SE of 
Saigon. The Command was under operational control of the Vietnamese Navy advised by 
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U.S. Marines and Navy officers.  Since the zone was contiguous to five provinces, and 
elaborate FM radio communications system was installed at Nha Be linking all area land, sea 
and air units operationally.  Moreover, the RSSZ contained its own Phung Hoang center and, 
in addition to RF and PF forces, had jurisdiction over our PRU unit of approximately 75 men 
under Nguyen Van Ai, a very tough and capable commander. His men slept at night on cots 
in a large brown tent with the sides rolled up except during rain. Of all the forces in the zone, 
PRU were the most effective, although in numbers they were the smallest. Their success was 
based on a number of factors.  Of all the units operating in the area, only the PRU combined 
both their intelligence collection and reaction capabilities independently. Other units 
collected intelligence and other units conducted operations, but neither closely coordinated or 
integrated both. Most reaction forces relied on outside intelligence.  Intelligence operatives 
had to convince operators their intelligence was reliable, accurate and exploitable, much 
easier said than done. The Phung Hoang Program was technically intended for this purpose; 
however, in practice, most agencies held back “hot” intelligence, fearing the information had 
been compromised after passing through too many hands. In reality, the Phung Hoang Center 
became more of a collation center than a coordination exploitation center. Nevertheless, the 
PRU Commander, recognizing the Phung Hoang’s VCI data base contained a wealth of vital 
information, assigned his deputy chief of intelligence full time to this center.  

 

NHA BE BASE 

 
    Surprisingly, roughly fifteen per cent of the RSSZ PRUs were recruited Viet Cong ralliers 
who formerly operated in the Rung Sat. After proving accurate intelligence, proven by 
successful operations, they were given full PRU status with all its benefits and recognition. 
Within the PRU intelligence structure, ralliers were considered “area experts” on the various 
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enemy political organizations they once were part of.. Accordingly, all information received 
at Phung Hoang was reviewed by these area experts daily. To further exploit defector 
potential, the RSSZ PRU recruited sources in the local Chieu Hoi (Opens Arms) centers that 
had the capacity to provide information on their former colleagues and operating area.  When 
a promising Chu Hoi was found, arrangements were made, through an American Advisor, to 
transfer the source to the PRU compound where a debriefing team (composed of former VC) 
would solicit his cooperation in a low-key manner. This concept repeatedly produced a 
remarkable amount of excellent intelligence. The information provided was always cross-
checked with PRU agents, informants, sympathizers and other assets in the area.  Once a 
specific body of intelligence was confirmed and deemed exploitable, the following initiatives 
were taken:  hand-held aerial photography of the target site; target indemnification marked on 
a photo mosaic referenced to a 1/25,000 picto map; assessment of enemy capabilities, daily 
routine, anti-aircraft fire potential, fields of fire; anticipated enemy withdrawal routes; troop 
ground speed; identified helicopter landing zones; positions of enemy mines and booby traps; 
weather and tidal conditions; availability of guides familiar with the area; identification of 
VCI and guerrilla personalities in the area; disposition of friendly support artillery and 
support troops. These procedures were followed religiously. Corners were never cut. The 
overall approach was thorough and methodical. 
    Once all the appropriate information was assembled, a recommended operations and 
communications plan was developed for approval by the Rung Sat Commander. If the 
operation was within his jurisdictional area, he signed a mission order and arranged 
appropriate support for the operation. In most cases, however, additional area of operation 
(AO) clearances was required from neighboring district and province chiefs. To enhance 
security, operations were only coordinated with the individual province or district chief. This 
usually required intervention by advisors to preclude half-cocked preemptive action. Through 
painful experience, we soon learned the only way to gain full cooperation and support from 
associated district and province chiefs was to invite them to accompany the command 
element and report the outcome to higher headquarters as a “combined” operation. This 
precluded risk of chastisement from superiors who might criticize the local chiefs for needing 
outside help to clean up “their mess.” In most instances, American advisors had to line up 
appropriate assets for these missions. This was not easy. To properly argue a case for support, 
it was necessary to first understand where the proposed operation stood in terms existing 
commitments and priorities. Those in the support command structure had to be fully 
convinced the proposed operation was indeed more important than the ones they had already 
committed to. Besides support, many other obstacles which stood in the way of operations, 
some of which at the time seemed insurmountable. This point can not be overemphasized, for 
it took considerable imagination, patience, determination and effort to find a way over each 
obstacle which stood in the way of an operation before it was eventually launched. The easy 
approach, of course, was to turn palms up with the lame excuse “it can’t be done.”  
    It didn’t take Felix much time to learn all of this, since he spent considerable time in 
maintaining a very close and warm working relationship with the Rung Sat PRU.  He 
accompanied U.S. Navy Commander Williams and USMC advisor, Bill Cowen, in the 
command and control helicopter until he developed sufficient expertise to run such 
operations himself.  When these advisors departed, Felix had no difficulty taking his place, 
orchestrating complex combat assault operations involving helicopter gunship attacks, 
tactical air strikes, artillery and navy patrol boat support. Moreover, he became highly adept 
in communicating with all involved components by monitoring FM, UHF and VHF 
frequencies simultaneously.  Soon everyone in the region became familiar with his call sign, 
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“Eyeball 5.” He generally flew with U.S. Army Captain Charley Martin in a Bell 206 
JetRanger light observation helicopter (LOH). 
    The Rung Sat PRU generally targeted illegal VCI cadre and guerrilla and local force 
components living in heavily mined and booby trapped sanctuaries. The enemy units varied 
in size from a handful to several hundred. Specifically, they included elements of the 8th and 
10th underwater sapper battalions known locally as H-8 and Group 10. (Both under Ba Ria 
Sub-region, responsible for the eastern Rung Sat.); Nhon Trach, Long Thanh District Party 
Committees, Bien Hoa province.(Also under Ba Ria Sub-region); Nha Be and Quang Xuyen 
District Party Committees, Gia Dinh; Can Giuoc District Committee and elements of the 1st 
Long An Battalion. (Under the Long An Sub-region).Traditionally both Ba Ria SR and Long 
An SR had been trying to establish footholds in the Rung Sat zone to fire 122mm rockets into 
Saigon. These footholds were positioned in Can Giuoc district, Long An province, Nhon 
Trach district, Bien Hoa province and Thu Duc district, Gia Dinh province; all within a 17 
kilometer radius of Saigon, and all in areas where the Viet Cong had their greatest number of 
sympathizers. This area encompassed approximately fifty square kilometers of exploitable 
territory from the enemy’s standpoint. Hence, it was this area where we encouraged PRU to 
develop the greatest number of reporting sources, using a very unsophisticated, but reliable, 
network of unpaid sympathizers. The operational approach to reach these reporting sources 
required careful study and target analysis. Another wealth of information came from VC/VCI 
captives. In his regard, the Rung Sat PRUs became expert in tracking down enemy footprints 
found in the mud during low tide periods. 
  
 
 
                                         TYPICAL RUNG SAT PRU MISSIONS 
                                                             (Written by a USMC advisor Bill Cowen concerning 
air support.) 
   
      
I particularly remember a series of missions in April of 1971 in which the 240th Helicopter 
Assault Squardron was supporting a PRU missions  The 240th had come down five days in a 
row to insert 12 man teams into Nhon Trach District, just to the east of Saigon. Nhon Trach 
was outside the Rung Sat Special Zone, but we occasionally got superb intelligence and were 
given immediate permission to run ops outside our AO. One reason was that the PRU were 
CIA assets, and the second was that we had such great success rates. Our normal tactics were 
to take advantage of intel to try to capture a POW, interrogate him in the field, and then have 
him take us to his comrades. 
 
On this op, as expected, we quickly captured a POW. The information he gave us quickly led 
us to a group of VC hiding in the nippa palm, and that resulted in a horrific shoot-out 
between the VC and the gunships. The "Dogs" were the ONLY gunships I ever saw who 
would confront the VC at tree top level and shoot it out. They'd circle in a tight pattern 
around the target, with the doorgunners just blasting away while the VC blasted back. When I 
wasn't on the ground with the troops, I'd be up in the air with the CC&C ship, circling over 
the battle. It was always UNBELIEVABLE to watch what was going on. 
 
On the third day of running similar ops and having similar shoot-outs, we finally got our 
hands on a prisoner who was willing to show us their command bunker. This was to be a real 
prize for us, and we were psyched. However, because it was so late in the afternoon we had 
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to cancel until the next day. Unfortunately, we learned that night that the 240th was already 
committed to support another priority op and couldn't be diverted to us. Accordingly, we got 
another helo unit. It was someone we'd never worked with, and I don't recall now who it was. 
But, you can imagine how disappointed my troops and I were at finally having a prize target 
and not being able to work it with the 240th. 
 
At first light we briefed the op at the Nha Be helo pad, loaded the troops, and went airborne. 
The prisoner was next to me in the C&C, together with my PRU counterpart. When we got to 
the target and he pointed it out, we couldn't believe it! They had put their command bunker 
into a piece of woods about 1/2 acre large and totally surrounded by rice paddies. It was as 
good as it gets. It was the last place we would have ever thought to look, and that's probably 
why it was there. 
 
I directed the C&C pilot to have the slicks with the PRU hold tight to the west while the guns 
blew the shit out of the target. My intent was to then have the troops drop right on it. 
Suddenly, however, the pilot turned around to me and said "We're not like the 240th! We 
won't go below 1,000 feet." I looked at him in disbelief. Sure enough, though, when the guns 
rolled in they fired from about 1200 feet. Not one rocket hit the target. In fact, they weren't 
even close. 
 
They rolled in again, fired again, and the same thing happened. I was so mad I couldn't see 
straight. This was the kind of thing that made the difference between winning and losing a 
battle. This was a perfect, high priority target of major value and importance to the VC. 
Taking it out would have crippled their ability in the area. But these guys were absolute 
cowards, unwilling to take a chance for a prize. Some men were there to risk all and win. 
Some men were just there. 
 
I aborted the mission and told the C&C pilot to take us back to Nha Be. There was no way in 
the world I was going to put my troops on the ground with that kind of lack of support. They 
were totally unprofessional. It was too risky for PRU troops getting into a firefight with the 
VC security element around a command bunker, and then not be able to count on the kind of 
helicopter support needed to kill the enemy and win the fight. I also didn't want the PRUs to 
see that we had Americans who were afraid to confront the enemy head on, face-to-face. 
 
When the 240th re-joined us a few days later, we immediately flew out to see if the target 
was still there. They wanted it as badly as we did. A few well-placed rounds quickly showed 
they were as pissed as I was. 
I think back often on those days with the 240th.   We NEVER got skunked. If we didn't chase 
something up from the ground, they would from the air. And the end result would ALWAYS 
be dead VC - without exception us it had been abandoned. We'd had our chance and missed 
it.  
 
 
       ATTACK AGAINST ELEMENTS OF THE NVA 74TH ARTILLERY REGIMENT 
 
    In late 1970, PRU intelligence indicated Ba Ria SR (then SR-4) had been developing a rat 
line from Long Thanh district, Bien Hoa into Thu Duc District, Gia Dinh. In particular, they 
established a forward headquarters in Long Thanh district along the heavily vegetated nipa 
palm banks. Elements of the sub-region then began constructing bunkered stronghold in a 
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leapfrog fashion toward Thu Duc. This activity kept them busy for over a year. As we sent 
reports through proper channels to keep everyone informed, many in the chain of command 
demanded us to take down these positions immediately. We resisted. Had we done so, it 
would have given the enemy more time to develop an alternative route, one that we might not 
be lucky enough to detect. We all felt it was better to have them spin their wheels while they 
could be easily monitored. In questioning Mr. Xang, a highly intelligent and competent Rung 
Sat PRU senior intelligence officer, he assured us there was no possibility for 122mm rockets 
to be fired without the guerrillas obtaining technical help from the NVA artillery regiment. 
Naturally, everyone was chewing their finger nails as more and more rockets appeared at the 
forward base site. We then received word that Tu Thang, the Ba Ria Forward Headquarters 
Commander, had arrived at the launch site along with rocket artillery experts.  Contingency 
operational plans had already been written for this eventuality, so we ready to turn the switch 
and descend on every identified enemy bunkered stronghold in the rat line.  We sent these 
plans to our Chief of Station, Ted Shackley, who, in turn, highlighted the whole package in a 
message sent to CIA Langley Headquarters.  This placed our operations microscopically 
under just about every Agency component involved in the Vietnam conflict.  It’s one thing to 
report what you did, but it is altogether different when you telegraph your intentions.  
Fortunately, the operation unfolded as planned.  All identified strongholds were attacked 
simultaneously, including the rocket launch site housing Tu Thang. The Rung Sat PRUs 
made a valiant attempt to capture Tu Thang alive. They eventually cornered him against a 
river bank. His arms were raised in surrender, but he held a communist Tarakav pistol in his 
raised hand that was tethered to a lanyard around his neck. As the lead PRU approached to 
grab him, Tu Thang quickly lowered his arm and fatally shot him in the head.  The 
approaching PRU force then fired their weapons, driving his body backwards into the river.  
PRUs reported the incident, claiming one man actually saw a few of his fingers fly off.  
There was a great deal of skepticism by many concerning the PRU account of the incident.  
In fact, several officers even suggested some of their report was fabricated, although many 
documents, tons of rice, hundreds of weapons, and a number of rockets were captured which 
authenticate the most important part of the operation. . In addition, PRUs captured Tu 
Thang’s body guard along with other officers from the local district committee. The 
operation came at a bitter cost. Two PRU were killed and 3 others were wounded.  UH-1H 
pilot Bruce Bomberger evacuated the wounded under fire. For this action later received the 
Distinguished Flying Cross. 
     All the skeptics were silenced a week later when an American military helicopter spotted 
a bloated body on a river bank. The chopper landed and searched the body.  It was missing 
two fingers, and the body had a Takarav pistol tied to a lanyard around its neck. Recovered 
documents on the body positively identified Tu Thang, along with reports to higher VC 
headquarters pertaining to his mission.  At the end of Ted Shackley’s Vietnam tour, I 
presented him with a plaque containing Tu Thanh’s pistol which I had chrome plated.  From 
my prospective, we dodged a bullet. But could we do it again?  
 
 
 
                                               INTELLIGNECE EXPLOITATION 
 
    To satisfy the Station’s highest priority,” helping the South Vietnamese win the war,” Don 
Gregg designated our PRU staff as the Base intelligence exploitation component. This role 
involved moving beyond the intelligence collection phase. It assured a positive response to 
the hard earned intelligence collected by CIA officers throughout the Region.  By nurturing 
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intelligence through the exploitation phase, a very close and harmonious relationship 
gradually developed been CIA and both the U.S. and Vietnamese military. This led to Don 
Gregg, our Chief, and I being invited to General Hollingsworth’s breakfast at the Third 
Regional Assistance Command headquarters. After breakfast, we attended the morning staff 
meeting where the previous day’s activity was discussed. Once CIA developed exploitable 
intelligence, it drafted an operational proposal to the U.S. military for combined execution. 
Acceptance of such plans, including asset allocation, depended on how it measured up 
against existing military commitments. By keeping abreast of developments within the 
region, Base was better prepared to give direction to operations officers supporting the war 
effort.  The U.S. military frequently consulted CIA on developing security and political 
matters. In this regard, recommendations were not only considered, but generally acted upon. 
Had CIA not assumed an intelligence exploitation role, it is doubtful such rapport and mutual 
respect would have developed. Furthermore, it is also questionable whether many of the 
operations which I later describe would ever have occurred.  
     No doubt, the enormous success of the Rung Sat PRUs led our Base to methodically 
spread the concept throughout the region. Our Base organized its interrogation section into 
staffs, each concentrating on specific enemy sub-regional headquarters. In addition, each staff 
included Vietnamese interpreters, ralliers and cooperative POWs who focused on all aspects 
of intelligence collection relating to specific enemy zones.  In many instances, former VCI 
members of the Base indigenous interrogation staff already knew individuals being 
cultivated, thus it was relatively easy for sources to know that promises made were, in fact, 
genuine. Frequently, it was enough to gain the source’s full confidence and cooperation. 
    Information obtained from cooperative sources enabled the creation of an extensive data 
bank containing detailed information on real individuals. Case officers benefited from 
debriefings since it provided vast insight into VC procedures, habits, routines, vulnerabilities, 
etc., giving clarity to a hazy Viet Cong structure composed of individuals, each with 
individual motivations, likes and dislikes, habits and overall faults.  Basically the type of 
background information needed for recruitment.  We also learned those hard core VCI cadres 
were indeed reachable they realized what they heard from their superiors was nonsense and 
pure propaganda. Interestingly, many of our former VC working for Base officers proved to 
be absolutely loyal, competent and courageous staff members. Many had exceptional 
memories and were willing to lead friendly military forces safely through enemy mines and 
booby traps when we attacked their base camps. 
                                                      
      OPERATIONS AGAINST SR -3’s MILITARY PROSELYTING ORGANIZATION 
 
    CIA operations are often perceived as being meticulously developed following long hours 
of careful study and calculated moves by talented case officers. While in some instances this 
may be true, lady luck sometimes plays an even a bigger role.  Such was the case when 
Mickey Paul, a gifted counter-intelligence officer assigned to the interrogation staff, was 
driving his jeep to the Binh Duong Provincial Interrogation Center to question a newly 
captured VC.  Mickey’s interpreter sat alongside him and back seat was occupied by JIC staff 
member, (alias)Hai Cao, once a high ranking member of the communist Central Office of 
South Vietnam (COSVN).  As they passed the market place, Hai Cao spotted one of his 
former VC shopping there.. She was identified as (alias) Thi Minh, a young girl who served 
as private secretary to Tu Tan, COSVN”s Sub-Region 3 Military Proselyting Section Chief. 
Mickey seized the opportunity, recognizing it as a potential intelligence gold mine. He had 
Hai Cao approach her from behind, tap her on the shoulder, and tell her “come with me, 
you’re under arrest.” Of course this was all a bluff. Without a properly signed mission order 
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from the province chief, he had no arrest authority. The girl was immediately driven to Oren 
Deforest’s Joint Interrogation Center (JIC). Although the term “interrogation” sounds 
threatening and sends chills through some people’s spine, this was hardly the case at the JIC. 
The opposite was true. The Center was really a remarkably comfortable villa. It was 
beautifully furnished with thick mattresses, air conditioned, and TV plus a modern kitchen 
run by a professional chef. On the way to the JIC, Thi Minh must have envisioned being 
tossed into a dungeon, complete with shackles and irons. Instead, she was greeted with open 
arms by her former COSVN friends now working full time at the JIC. They explained she 
was not, in fact, under arrest nor would her fo VC affiliation be disclosed to South 
Vietnamese security officials, so long as she cooperated. If she did so, they said she could 
eventually become a full time JIC staff member. I didn’t take much coaxing to swing this girl 
around. Her story proved quite interesting. While working for Tu Tan in Cambodia, she fell 
in love with his son. Tu Tan unexpectedly returned home one day only to find the two of 
them in bed. In an outrage, he sent us son to a VC combat unit where he was later killed in a 
B-52 strike. After learning of her lover’s death, Thi Minh defected, turning herself in at the 
Long An province Chu Hoi Center. She was able to pass herself off as a low level VC 
sympathizer and keep her real identity secret. Later on she moved to Binh Duong where we 
picked her up. What made this girl unique was her incredible memory. It was photographic. 
She even remembered Tu Tan’s ID card serial number! When she finally opened up, it was 
like being exposed to a VC phone book. While describing Tu Tan’s organization, she 
mentioned his entire family obtained legal status in Hau Ngia when U.S. forces moved into 
Cambodia and resettled the population in South Vietnam. Once legal, they became active 
members of Tu Tan’s Military Proselyting organization. Thi Minh later circled where they 
were now living on aerial photographs we took of the identified hamlets and villages. 
    I was personally interested in capturing Tu Tan alive since he was example CIQ Director 
of Intelligence (DDI) analyst, Sam Adams, used to substantiate the claim his organization 
had recruited over 500 South Vietnamese government officials in Hau Nghia alone. He 
explicitly called them GVN penetrations, or spies, not VC sympathizers or members of Tu 
Tan’s clandestine organization. In drafting plans to capture him, I believed Tet, the 
Vietnamese New Year, would be the most likely time of year to find Tu Tan home with his 
family in Hau Nghia. I spoke with our technical support people in Saigon, requesting a dart 
gun to help capture him alive, similar to the ones used to sedate and incapacitate animals. 
They declined on grounds it stood a good chance of killing him if he had a weak heart.  
Instead, they recommended using crystallized tear gas and provided me a dispenser which 
they claimed would do the same job. 
    I assembled a select PRU team for this mission.  In addition to the tear gas, they were 
given night vision starlight scopes, silent weapons, hand cuffs, clandestine radios and 
detailed information on all targets. Our prime objective, of course, was to capture Tu Tan.  
Should he not be found, the team would then apprehend all the identified family members 
living nearby 
 . As villages celebrated the Chinese New Year, our PRU team raided Tu Tan’s family home. 
Unfortunately, he was not there.. The team did, however, discover a concealed trap door 
leading to room filled with documents and weaponry. The team rounded up all suspects and 
entered other targeted homes to pick up the other VCI cadre on their list.   
   Since the South Vietnamese had to be fully informed on this operation, all captives were 
sent to the CIC for interrogation.  None were sent to our JIC facility.  A few months later, 
CIC Chief, Colonel Dinh, handed us 27 detailed debriefing reports which we subsequently 
translated into English  After scrutinizing them, it confirmed the ridiculousness of Sam 
Adam’s claim that Tu Tan’s had recruited over 500 governmental officials in Hau Ngia. He 
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was only 498 off. The actual number was two, a district policeman and the province chief’s 
valet. When we informed the province chief, Colonel Thanh, he had the men arrested and 
turned over to the Military Security Service (MSS) in Saigon. We then sifted through the 
prisoner debriefing reports with a fine tooth comb.  It was like striking a Pinata with a 
baseball bat. It seemed as though every relative and friend of Tu Tan was a member of his 
military proselyting section. Several VC party committee members were also identified, 
including the Duc Hue district military proselyting chief.  We understood he wanted to 
defect, thus we targeted him for recruitment. 
 
                                               RECRUITMENT ATTEMPT 
 
       As a top priority, we attempted to recruit the Duc Hue military proselyting chief through 
his girlfriend. He visited her frequently and both had been close friends with one of our 
captives. Our plan was to have our captive voice the recruitment pitch on tape and provide 
the target’s girlfriend with a cassette recorder which she would play to him. We preferred this 
means of communication since the girl was illiterate, thus verbal messages would be passed 
back and forth by loading a dead drop at her father’s gravesite in the village cemetery.   
    Using a routine PRU search operation as cover, three Hau Nghia PRUs, which included its 
chief, delivered the recorder and instructed the girl in its use and where to deliver and receive 
future tapes.  Shockingly, on the night following the operation VC burst into the house and 
demanded the recorder. The operation had been compromised. Since only three PRU were 
briefed on the operation, further investigations into the family relations of these men revealed 
the PRU Commander himself was the brother-in-law of the VC Duc Hua party committee 
chairman. We passed this information to the Vietnamese MSS who quickly arrested him. In 
searching documents in his safe, we discovered he had bought his position by paying off Col. 
Lang who headed the PRU program nationally. We passed this information to Ted Shackley 
who used it as ammunition to rid the program of corruption. Thenceforth, in conducting 
counter-intelligence, we automatically assumed the enemy had penetrated all friendly 
security agencies, and when possible, avoided using locals to service penetration operations 
or dismantle counter-intelligence organizations. Mickey Paul deserves much of the credit for 
pinpointing the PRU Chief as the culprit. In reviewing this man’s personal history, he 
remembered the PRU Chief’s wife age as being 40. However, previously, while attending a 
party, Mickey recalled being introduced to much younger lady as the Chief’s wife. After 
investigation, we leaned her true identity of the woman. She was from a hard core VC family 
and most likely recruited her PRU partner. Mickey Paul had fly-trap brain.  He also had an 
uncanny knack to pick out inconsistencies in the piles of interrogation reports he read. He 
would instinctively detect attempts to mislead or protect certain information on individuals. 
And he was usually correct. The initial 27 captives eventually led to identifying over 50 VCI 
living in various villages throughout Hau Nghia province. Our next focus was to capture as 
many of them as possible. 
 
                                          ANOTHER HAU NGHIA OPERATION 
 
Although the number of PRUs operating in the region was small compared to all the 
Vietnamese and U.S. military units there, they far exceeded their total in enemy contacts, 
kills, and captures. The reason was simple. PRU operations were based on solid intelligence 
and carefully prepared plans against known target The intelligence outflow from our base far 
exceeded PRUs ability to respond expeditiously to all promising leads.  This kept our elite 
province PRU teams committed constantly. It also made these brave men more vulnerable to 
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combat wounds, a responsibility which rested on our shoulders, particularly Felix’s since he 
almost always arranged for PRU medevacs.  Accordingly, we asked General Hollingsworth 
to support our PRUs with U.S. medical support. He agreed. We created an ID card for each 
PRU which I signed stating," This member of a special unit is authorized to be treated at the 
U.S. 24th Evacuation Hospital by U.S. Personnel." This act alone added immensely to the 
aggressive sprit of our PRU force.  Fortuitously, we did this not a minute too soon. A few 
days after issuing the cards, our Bien Hoa PRUs attacked a VC base camp in neighboring 
Hau Ngia province.  Photographs of the site showed a large bunker at the end of an open 
field aside a tree line. The plan called for PRU to cross the field under flank suppressing 
fire. The lead unit advanced half way when one of the men triggered a home made booby 
trap, wounding three men.  As others moved forward, another mine detonated adding six 
more to the casualty list. After arranging for medevac, Felix landed his light observation 
helicopter and ferried the remaining PRU across the mine field on the rails of his chopper.  It 
worked.  A few days later, we visited the wounded at the field hospital and every one of them 
was well on their way to full recovery. 
 
 
                                           UNRAVELING THE BALL OF TWINE 
 
    The operation I am about to describe might have been the single most single successful 
operation ever against the VCI in the military region. It might also been the most 
complicated. Target folders had to be prepared on every target, including aerial photos of 
villages and individual homes. The plan called for freezing the inhabitants in place while 
helicopters landed troops to cordon off the area. None of this would have been possible 
without enormous support from Vietnamese military, province chief, and U.S, military. In a 
shooting war, helicopter support is high priority. However, Felix Rodriguez had little 
difficulty obtaining the eight helicopters needed to strike all nine targeted hamlets 
simultaneously. Based on his proven success in attacking hard enemy targets, his credibility 
was golden.  Moreover, province chief Thanh had great confidence in our operations, 
especially after we uncovered his valet spy.  
    Prior to the operation, Felix personally briefed every chopper pilot on their target and 
landing zone, giving each a detailed marked photograph. To preclude any possibility of 
compromise by local security forces, we designated the Rung Sat PRUs as the action arm.             
On D-Day, eight helicopters descended on their targets simultaneously, thus precluding                                          
any chance of escape. The sources used to identify targeted VCI were hooded and under the 
control of Oren Deforest and his men in helicopters.  To make their job easy, Felix grouped 
the villages together and photographed them with his Polaroid camera.  The film was then 
shown to our disguised sources to circle each identified VCI.  This method proved to be very 
effective. The final tally was twenty-eight identified VCI captured, plus the following 
suspect. 
    On this operation, lady luck again played a key role. As Felix was photographing a group 
of An Tinh villagers, he noticed a young girl in the rear attempting to hide. When he called 
for her to step forward, she broke and ran toward a banana plantation to her rear. She stopped 
after PRU fired a few shots in the air.  We had no idea who the girl was?  She was not on our 
target list, nor could anyone identify her. Nevertheless, we picked her up anyway and put her 
aboard a helicopter destined for the CIC. A few days later, she confessed to being a member 
of the district security section and was given the responsibility of supporting an unknown 
special unit housed in concealed bunker complex inside the banana plantation.   
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                                      ATTACK AGAINST N-10 SAPPER UNIT 
 
    The information we had on the An Tinh bunker complex was skimpy at best. When shown 
photographs of the banana plantation, our source could not pinpoint the bunker’s exact 
location. However, she did say the complex was heavily mined and very dangerous to 
approach. The only up side was the banana plantation was relatively small, approximately 
one square kilometer in size. Instead of risking casualties to mines and booby traps, the 
decision was to prep the area first with heavy concentrations of Cobra gunship rocket fire and 
South Vietnamese artillery. Felix made arrangements with III Corps to provide Cobra 
gunships, whereas the province chief readily agreed to provide sufficient artillery support and 
ground troops. The operation began with an artillery barrage much larger than we ever 
expected. When the smoke cleared, most of the trees had been blown away.  Cobra 
helicopters then swept in looking for the bunker. What they spotted was a small wooden door 
at a tunnel entrance. They fired a fusillade of 7.62 high explosive rockets which blew the 
door away.. When troops finally arrived, they entered the tunnel where they found three dead 
bodies and piles of documents. Later exploitation of these documents disclosed that the 
bunker housed a special North Vietnamese sapper cell which had been responsible for all acts 
of terrorism in Saigon for the past few years. They included, blowing up an American officer 
quarters, the Brinks bombing on Christmas, 1964, The Tu Do nightclub bombing, the Rex 
Theater bombing, and grenade attacks against police stations. The records found were so 
thorough and meticulous; they even recorded the exact amount of South Vietnamese piasters 
spent while casing each and every target. Little did we realize this small group of terrorists 
operated from a bunker far away from Saigon.  It was an eye opener.(As an aside, Orin 
Deforest wrote an account of this operation in his book, “Slow Burn.”  Although he and his 
men assembled much of the information, his account is hardly accurate. The operation did 
not unfold as described and happened exactly as written above.)  
 
                                                  TRAGIC ACCIDENT 
 
    Tragedy strikes in strange ways. Such was the case when Felix prepared to land his 
helicopter at our province compound in Binh Duong province. It was routine for us to brief 
province teams prior to operations in their area. It was Felix’s first visit to the compound so 
he requested colored smoke to identify the helicopter landing zone. His request was 
monitored by Dave Counselman, a new member of the province team. Dave assumed the 
gray can with a yellow band was a yellow smoke grenade. The grenade itself was inside the 
can. As he removed it from the can, the grenade handle flew off. He tried to open the outside 
door and toss it out, but it was locked from the outside.  He then threw it to the far end of the 
room before it exploded. What he thought was a smoke grenade was, in fact, a white 
phosphorous or Willy Pete grenade. It is spontaneously flammable when exposed to air. 
Particles of white phosphorus filled the room.  Over eighty percent of Counselman's body 
suffered severe deep and painful burns  
   Dave was immediately medevaced to the Army hospital at Long Binh before being sent to a 
burn center in Japan where he later died.  We used WP as smoke to mark enemy targets, but 
never to identify a friendly HLZ. As a former EOD officer, I knew the yellow band around 
the can grenade signified an explosive charge. However, colored smoke has an olive drab 
body with the top indicating the color. Unfortunately, not knowing the difference cost Dave 
his life. He was a beautiful person and a great loss to his family and all of us.  
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                                              OPERATIONAL LEADS 
 
    Colonel Dinh’s CIC was filled to capacity with captured VCI, mostly from Tu Tan’s 
military proselyting organization.  Stacks of interrogation reports led to more and more 
operations. During the roll-up, a number of significant identified legal VCI were forced 
underground due to a premature and uncoordinated effort by MSS.  Though they slipped 
through our fingers we had more operational lead than we could handle. Felix had a full plate 
responding to exploitable intelligence He normally directed operations from a low 
observation helicopter, dropping colored smoke grenades to identify targets. He leaned to fly 
the light observation helicopter should the pilot be hit. I did likewise. I was a fixed wing 
pilot, so the transition was easy for me. Felix had to learn from scratch and did a great job. I 
can’t begin to describe every operation, but will relate those still recall. 
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                                             OPERATIONS AGAINST SR-1 
 

      Enemy SR-1 headquarters was some of the most dangerous terrain in the region.  They 
support VC and NVA forces operating in the Michelin Plantation, Mushroom Trapazoid, Boi 
Loi Woods, Ho Bo Forest, and Saigon River Corridor. Many ralliers and prisoners provided 
information on SR-1 base camps; however the problem was one of scope and magnitude. 
ARVN rangers at Rung Lap sometimes responded to intelligence, but experienced 
tremendous losses to mines and booby traps. Consequently, they avoided the area no matter 
how good the intelligence.  Over time, American Roam Plow bulldozers shaved the trees 
until the area resembled the moon. Despite constant bombings, defoliation, and sweeps 
through the area, SR-1 continued to hang on. Pink Teams repeatedly swept through the area 
attempting to draw fire and exterminate the enemy. The Pink Team comprised a small OH-6 
low flying helicopter, trailed above by a Cobra gunship loaded for bear. One the low bird was 
fired upon, the Cobra unleashed death and destruction upon the enemy.  You would think 
American forces held a great advantage, but this was hardly the case. In one week, the enemy 
shot down six OH-6 helicopters operating along the Saigon River Corridor. When this 
happened, it was imperative for the closest helicopter to set down immediately and rescue the 
pilot. On one occasion, the OH-6 pilot had been shot through the thigh. The Command and 
Control helicopter landed nearby and had to carry the wounded pilot across a field while 
under enemy fire. Although the Pink Team concept proved effective, it was also risky. Far 
better results could be obtained by locating enemy strongholds identified through prisoner 
interrogation and recruited intelligence sources. 

   On one such occasion, Oren’s group pieced together an intelligence package on a VC 
forward headquarters near the Hau Ngia/Tay Ninh border. The bunker complex was 
reportedly defended by strong enemy forces; therefore, the plan involved inserting South 
Vietnamese Rangers into a clearing running parallel to a tree line roughly a mile away. To 
cover their landing, helicopter gunships fired rockets into the adjoining trees which ignited a 
small fire. At that moment, Felix dropped a red smoke grenade atop the target from his LOH. 
Meanwhile, I was overhead in the C&C chopper communicating with the Forward Air 
Control pilot directing the air strikes. The FAC pilot felt the jet pilots might have trouble 
seeing the red smoke from 1000 feet while diving through the broken clouds. Accordingly, he 
again marked the target with two white phosphorous rockets which created a large white 
smoke cloud. I cautioned the FAC pilot that the attack aircraft might mistake the smoke near 
the Rangers as the target; however he assured me they would not drop without his OK. The 
first aircraft came through the clouds and released its bombs, hitting 20 meters off target. The 
FAC passed this correction to the next approaching bomber. When he did, the pilot 
responded “I’ve got the target in sight.” The FAC responded instantly saying, “Don’t drop, I 
do not have you in sight.”  My heart almost stopped when he replied, “Too late, I’ve already 
dropped.”  As 500 pound bombs exploded one after another, I headed directly to the Ranger 
formation. The bombs walked right through them. We landed, piled the unconscious troops 
on top of one another, slid the doors shut, and flew directly to the Long Binh hospital. On the 
way, some of the soldiers regained consciousness. They must have thought they were in 
heaven while flying through the clouds.  Amazingly, every one of the Rangers recovered. 
Apparently, the bombs exploded in heavy mud which stopped much of the shrapnel.  I relate 
this story to demonstrate how mistakes sometimes happen and why the enemy often survived 
heavy bomb strikes.  

      Our CIA interrogation team worked feverishly developing intelligence on a major SR-1 
base located near the Saigon River north of Chu Chi. This operation was coordinated with 
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Vietnamese III Corps headquarters and was supported by their Mobile Strike force composed 
of one ranger and one airborne battalion, tanks from the 3rd armor brigade, VNAF attack air, 
district artillery and Vietnamese naval patrol boats. Our role was to pinpoint the target and 
orchestrate the attack.  

         After Felix, flying in a low bird JetRanger, marked the target with colored smoke, VN 
Skyraiders began their air strike which continued until they exhausted all their bombs. During 
the attack, we found it impossible to adjust the bombing runs because we couldn’t 
communicate directly with the pilots. However, Felix figured out a way to reach them by 
relaying or messages through III Corps headquarters. It proved slow, but it worked.  As the 
day wore on, the enemy was corralled in a relatively small cull-de-sac. Tanks abreast one 
another began squeezing the cordon until one of the triggered a huge booby trapped bomb. 
We couldn’t tell if it was command detonated or pressure initiated. Smoke from the 
explosion blanketed every tank for over 100 yards. Fortunately, it detonated in the open and 
not under any tank. They were all safe.  But that was enough to halt the advance. We pleaded, 
begged, and did everything possible to prod this massive Vietnamese force to close with the 
enemy, but they froze and wouldn’t move. Instead, all we could do was keep striking the 
bunker complex with air and artillery until dark. 

       Our Base continued its pressure on the Bac Chi and Nam Chi district committees, forward 
headquarters of SR-1 SR 6, forward COSVN and the 101st NVA and Q-16 VC regiments.   
Twenty-seven separate targets were photographed, identified and assembled into dossiers. 
Systematically, we conducted repeated operations against all SR-1 subordinate elements. On 
one operation, we found the entrance of a large tunnel complex hidden behind a huge bolder. 
The operation was conducted by an assault unit from the 1st US Cavalry. After heaving hand 
grenades into the tunnel, they pumped CS gas and smoke into the opening. I expected to see 
the smoke to exit close to where we were standing, but it never happened. After a long wait, I 
boarded a helicopter to find out where all of it was going. Off in the distance, about a mile or 
two away, I detected a large cloud.  I thought it had to be from a fire, but decided to check it 
out anyway. We flew through the smoke and sure enough it contained CS gas. The operation 
revealed the entire area was honeycombed with an elaborate tunnel complex well beyond our 
imagination. American tunnel rats had entered some of the tunnels previously, but I never 
realized their complexity.. It explained why we had such difficulty operating in open terrain 
with little trees and dense foliage. 
 Operations along the Saigon River Corridor were highly risky. We lost seven OH-6 low 
flying helicopters in one week. The area was honey combed with tunnels, concealed bunkers 
and fighting positions in terrain more resembling sand hills than jungle. At first glance it 
seemed there was no place for the VC to hide. Yet they were there in numbers, big numbers.  
Common sense told me it was simply a matter of time before Felix's low flying OH-58 would 
be shot down. To prevent this, I decided to mark our next bunker complex target with 155 
artillery smoke rounds fired from the nearest South Vietnamese district headquarters.  
   Our JIC prepared a nice folder on a SR-1 base complex in Tay Ninh near the Hau 
Nghia/Cambodia border. We passed the target coordinates to the district artillery unit and 
asked them to mark it with smoke. Their first round was short. The second shot was long. 
The third shot was way off, as was the next round. Then another delay to retrieve more 
smoke rounds from their ammo bunker. I was willing to wait all day, if necessary, just to see 
if we could mark the target without risking our lives.  However, Felix had other ideas. 
Without permission, he swept in low and tossed a red smoke grenade on the target.  This 
really pissed me off. He deliberately violated my explicit orders not to do this. Hence I told 
him he was fired, that he would be on the next plane back to the USA. Later on, Don talked 
me out of it. Felix promised Don he would never again to disobey my orders, so I 
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reconsidered and capitulated. Fortunately, Felix's tour came to an end a short while later. I 
doubt whether he would have survived the enemy's Easter offensive. The enemy had a field 
day shooting down American helicopters, especially low flying birds. Felix could have been 
my brother, and I would have acted the same.  At this stage of the conflict, there were not 
many Americans still in country with our type of knowledge and experience. We had no 
back-up. It would end the type of operations our base was conducting. There's a limit to 
taking chances, and we had long passed that limit Time was surely against us.  

 
 
 
 
                     

 
 

THU BIEN OPERATIONS 
 
    In mid-1971, the battalion commander of an NVA reconnaissance unit, Colonel Long, 

attached to Thu Bien SR headquarters was captured by RF forces. He passed through 
Vietnamese interrogation channels finally ending up in the MR 3 CIC. The subject 
volunteered little information, and the little he did provide was not acted upon. After a few 
months, he was transferred to Oren’s JIC where they treated him royally. It didn’t take long 
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for this young officer to cooperate. When he did, the flood gates opened.  He knew all the 
trails leading to Thu Bien regional headquarters, its alternate bases, routes through Phuoc 
Long to Cambodia and location of the NVA 514 artillery battalion advanced base camp in 
Binh Doung province.  At first I felt skeptical about his information. It just seemed too good 
to be true. Besides, he looked too young to be a colonel. To check him out, I took him up in a 
helicopter to trace all the routes and sites he had previously marked on a map. It didn’t take 
long for me to believe his authenticity. He had an incredible memory plus an the uncanny 
ability to relate ground objects from the air. This is unusual, because high in the sky 
everything looks different. As he identified potential targets, I rapidly snapped photos for 
future use.  

       We decided to strike the VC artillery unit first.  It was relatively close to Bien Hoa airbase, 
thus represented an immediate threat. Should we hit pay dirt, it would certainly add validly to 
the Long’s other information. The identified base camp was located in a small patch of dense 
trees adjacent to two large, water filled bomb craters.  Rome plows had leveled the 
surrounding area, but the site was untouched. These monster machines most likely avoided 
traversing the steep slopes alongside the converging creeks. Nevertheless, to be truthful, the 
site hardly looked large enough to conceal one hundred plus enemy?  Our base intelligence 
staff produced a magnificent target folder. It contained overhead photographs, detailing trails, 
mines and booby traps, tunnels, slit trenches, bunkers, ammunition supply areas and potential 
escape routes. Prior to this operation, Felix had installed a speaker enabling Don Gregg and 
his staff to listen in on our tactical network. Furthermore, he specifically asked General 
Hollingsworth to provide air support from the 240th Helicopter Assault Squadron. During 
operations in the Rung Sat and Hau Nghia, “Mad Dog” Huey gunship pilots were notorious 
for sweeping in at tree top leveling everything in their path with 2.75mm HE rockets fired 
from their twin 38 round pods. The Bien Hoa PRUs, led by Dam Sy Hoang, would act as the 
ground assault force. (Hoang now lives in Los Angeles)  They would be inserted by 
American helicopters. The operation commenced with an awesome firepower display. It was 
like hitting a bee hive with a baseball bat. The attack sent VC scrambling in every direction. 
Some even jumped into the water craters. Another ran into a clearing waving a white flag. He 
was in shock, later telling us he thought the world had come to an end. Over 2,000 rockets 
were fired before the PRUs moved in. They swept past slit trenches, neutralizing fire from a 
few die hard VC survivors. We halted their advance. Why risk lives counting bodies when 
they could be seen and filmed from above?  We suffered no friendly losses on this operation, 
whereas we counted 63 enemy bodies from the photographs we took.  It’s fortunate we did 
this, because no sooner had we touched down at the LZ outside the Monastery when Don 
Gregg informed us the Tan Uyen district chief accused the Bien Hoa PRUs of exaggerating 
their body count.  A few days later he apologized. Besides being thoroughly successful, more 
importantly, we now had full confidence in the intelligence our source’s intelligence. We 
would now concentrate on destroying their Thu Bien headquarters. 

\ 
 
                              ATTACK AGAINST THU BIEN SR HEADQUARTERS 
 
        The enemy SR-4 Thu Bien headquarters was located near the border between Long 

Khanh province and Phuoc Long province, in an area known as War Zone D. Most of the 
landscape had been defoliated with Agent Orange by American C-130 spray aircraft, except 
for the large rectangular patch of dense jungle where Thu Bien SR headquarters, was located. 
To avoid alerting the enemy, we flew only a sole mission over the stronghold to obtain 
pictures. Later on, our staff pieced the photos together to produce a  wall sized mosaic, 
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depicting entry and exit trails, enemy bunkers, defensive positions, potential helicopter 
landing zones, mines and booby traps and nearby sites to insert friendly artillery tubes.  The 
mosaic was positioned vertically on a north/south axis.  According to our source, the VC’s 
northern exit trail passed a few meters east of a large bomb crater seen on the photos. The 
trail led to their alternate headquarters inside Phuoc Long province.  The southern escape 
route paralleled the rectangle’s east side, emerging into a clearing at the SE corner.  I studied 
the photos until I felt fully confident I could guide a helicopter to the main bunker complex at 
low level to mark it with smoke grenades. 

       We took months assembling the intelligence package and preparing a recommend attack 
plan. Meanwhile, U.S. forces in Vietnam were down to bare bones under Nixon’s 
“Vietnamization” plan.  Only the most effective and valuable U.S. fighting forces were still 
in country. One of these was the U.S. 3rd Brigade, 1st Calvary, supported by the 229th Assault 
Battalion, nicknamed the Blue Max, War Zone D was their operational area(AO); therefore 
the proposed attack would be an all American show, except for our source. 

 

 
BLUE MAX COBRA GUNSHIP 

        Our plan called for striking the headquarters with as much helicopter rocket fire and 
attack air as possible before inserting ground troops.  Since the only clearing to land troops 
was about four miles to the east, which our source claimed would take days to cut through 
because of dense jungle, we planned to drop what they called a “daisy cutter,” also known as 
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a Commando Vault. It was a 15,000 pound bomb dropped from high altitude by a C-130 
aircraft which could clear a helicopter landing zone for troops to land.  
    Our recommended plan was as follows: We would strike shortly before sunrise while 
enemy troops were outside their bunkers eating their morning meal. I would guide in the lead 
command helicopter at tree top level and drop a string of white phosphorous (WP) grenades 
smack in the middle of the bunker complex.  Our chopper would be followed by nine Blue 
Max Cobras gunships flying in V formation, higher and far enough behind to allow the WP 
smoke grenades to explode. Each of the Cobras would fire a half pod load of flechette (nails) 
rockets, then swing around and splatter the complex with 25 pound HE rockets.  Once the 
Blue Max helicopters emptied their pods, U.S. attack air would begin dropping bombs. While 
this was underway, American 155 artillery howitzers would be airlifted by Chinook 
helicopters to a nearby hill to continue bombardment after the air assault. At the same time, 
ambush platoons would combat assault into cleared areas close to the identified north and 
south enemy escape routes. The Commando Vault would then be dropped to clear a 
helicopter landing zone, followed by troop insertion cover by Blue Max Cobra gunships. 
    At the 11th hour, our plan was modified by the 3rd Brigade commander who just returned 
from a R&R visit. He scratched the Commando Vault on grounds it would likely compromise 
the operation since it required the same type of clearance as a B-52 strike. He also assumed, 
as I did initially, that it wouldn’t take long for ground troops to reach the complex from the 
strip to the east. Other than that, the plan remained the same.  
    The operation was executed flawlessly. Only two items saved the 500 plus enemy force 
from total annihilation. The northern ambush team could found no trail near their bomb crater 
insertion point. We later learned our source mistook this bomb crater for an identical one to 
the east which did not appear on our photo mosaic. Had we photographed on a NE axis, this 
might not have happened.  The mistake unplugged the enemy’s northern exit route which led 
to their alternate base camp. Secondly, it took two days for U.S. Third Brigade troops to cut 
through the jungle and reach bunker complex. On the way, my C&C helicopter descended 
through 250 foot trees and landed our agent so he could guide them there.  
   The operation resulted in over 120 enemy bunkers destroyed as well as seizing sizable 
quantities of enemy material and thousand of documents, some written by the Thu Bien 
Commander himself. Months later we leaned from a defector that the attack took place on the 
exact day the Party Chapter was holding their monthly meeting. He reported over thirty 
VC/VCI were killed during the initial air and artillery strike. The remainder fled south until 
their lead reconnaissance team was ambushed. The party then doubled back, safely making 
their escape on a trail leading to the northwest. He further added the Party Committee 
Chairman believed his organization was penetrated at the highest level, leading to extensive 
background investigations and lingering suspicions, all of which lowered morale. 
    When the operation was over, I drafted an after action report to headquarters to keep the 
bureaucrats happy. A few days later I received a phone call from Bill Buckley, Tucker 
Gougleman's deputy PRU advisor in Saigon. He criticized the operation on grounds it hardly 
fit the traditional PRU role of capturing VCI, using small unit tactics. This blew my mind. 
The war had changed considerably over time. To survive, the clandestine infrastructure 
vacated most villages and hamlets and co-located with strong local and regional forces in 
their base camps. No four man team stood a chance of sneaking into these strongholds 
without committing suicide. Our Saigon people had become what I term 
"headquarterized:" their vision of our security situation bordered on fantasy. I suggested to 
Bill that he come out and experience what I was talking about. In fact, I dared him to lead a 
four-man team into a VC headquarters we had identified. While on the phone, Jack 
Hennessey, our newly assigned Deputy ROIC, listened to my outrage. Afterwards he told 
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me he never heard anyone unload on someone like that. I never held it against Bill, for later 
in my career he worked for me and did a fine job. Unfortunately, he was assigned to Lebanon 
after the 1983 Beirut embassy bombing where he was kidnapped by Hezbollah terrorist and 
eventually tortured to death.  
                                                
                                                  TRAIL OPERATION 
 
    Our source said the VC/NVA had been traveling the same paths and trails for years, dating 
back to when the Viet Minh fought the French.  U.S. forces obviously stumbled into these 
routes, but never documented them for subsequent retrieval. Thus we kept discovering them 
over and over again as different units operated in the area. When Colonel 
Long mentioned the enemy was using only one main trail from War Zone D to Cambodia, I 
drafted a plan to plot its entire length on a 1 to 50,000 map. This was Indian Territory, so our 
four-man PRU team, all volunteers, would be dressed as VC in black pajamas, carrying AK-
47s plus numerous smoke grenades. I also had them carry a cell phone sized UHF radio in 
their breast pocket. They would be inserted where the trail crossed an abandoned French air 
strip near the Phuoc Long border. The team would pop colored smoke every 15 minutes 
while walking in a northerly direction. The operation was going well when my helicopter had 
to break for refueling at Bien Hoa. No sooner had we gained altitude after refueling when the 
team reported trouble. They ran into a sizable NVA force and opened fire before the enemy 
knew they were unfriendly. I instructed the team to retrace their route, cross the air strip 
and set up fire positions behind the tree line. Meanwhile, I called an air alert directing all 
available attack air to come to our position immediately. It took only a few minutes for a 
FAC and fighter bombers to arrive and strike the route I had previously marked. I then 
extracted the team without incident. I fully intended to return at a later date to finish the job. 
We would then seed the trail with mines and booby traps and close it down.  
   
 
                                               MONEY OPERATION 
  
    It takes cold cash to keep a major clandestine organization functional. Whereas our 
allies depend on banks, insurgents are forced to hand deliver cash throughout their 
organization. Although the enemy was vulnerable in this regard, seldom did we experience 
the opportunity to intercept and unwind any distribution network in and around Saigon. In 
late 1971, a COSVN reconnaissance cadre was captured by ARVN troops in Long Binh 
province. He stonewalled his South Vietnamese interrogators to the point of frustration. 
They finally allowed our SIC to work with this promising source. Again, once in the 
company of the former COSVN officials on our staff, and seeing their extraordinary plush 
living conditions and lifestyle, he began to cooperate fully. He explained his COSVN unit 
delivered millions of dollars of Vietnamese piasters and American bills each month to 
various dead drop sites identified shortly before departure. For years, the VC had been 
traveling the same route from Cambodia through Long Binh province, changing their 
approach to the city only after they reached the Binh Duong province border.  In other words, 
their route through Long Binh was predictable.  Since the cash runs were scheduled 
randomly, there was no way to determine exactly when they would likely occur. Remarkably, 
however, he explained they always used the same river crossing in northern Chon Thanh 
district, Binh Long.  Needless to say, I was excited.  
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    I felt this was a great opportunity to enhance the well being of the poor Rung Sat PRUs 
who lived from hand to mouth. If we captured the mother lode, I intended to distribute all the 
cash equally amongst all the brave RSSZ PRUs, making them rich instantly. Obviously, I not 
mention any of this to South Vietnamese or American officials.  
  
   Once I briefed Mr. Ai on the operation, it was like trying to hold back a tiger. His unit was 
more than willing to stay at an ambush site near the river landing no matter how long it 
took.  Mr. Ai and his men staged from Chon Thanh district, telling the District Chief they 
were on a special reconnaissance mission lasting over a month.  It worked.  No questions 
were asked.  Guided by the source, the PRUs found a good ambush position amd set up. We 
rotated new team in every three days, supplying them with fresh water and rations. After 
remaining on station for twenty days, three VC crossed the river early one morning and 
entered the kill zone. The PRUs opened fire, killing two and wounding one. Unfortunately, 
we learned from the wounded captive he was part of a three man advanced guard that cleared 
the way for a larger party carrying the loot. The news was devastating. Had the PRUs kept 
their cool and waited,, they all would have been wealthy. Instead, tragically, about seventy 
percent of those involved later came down with malaria. 
 
 

CBU 55 EXPERIENCE 
 

We had an exceptionally fine American Phoenix Coordinator at Trang Bang District in Hau 
Ngia.  Captain Herrington was one of only a few district advisors who routinely visited our 
office to share intelligence and operational leads. He did this despite being told 
by DEPCORDS, Richard Funkhouser, the leading American civilian in the Region.  
Funkhouser was a typical State Department bureaucrat.  He hardly understood operations or 
cared,. Every time I tried to brief him on a upcoming plan, he displayed impatience by 
jingling coins in his pocket as I was talking.  I soon simply cut him out of the loop since he 
offered absolutely nothing to our objective. Of all the districts in MR III, Trang Bang was the 
most dangerous, housing the largest number of hard core VC and VCI in the entire region. 
Instead of relying on Vietnamese district regional forces to exploit the excellent 
intelligence gathered over months of painstaking work Captain Harrington asked us for 
help. His intelligence package was complete with one exception; he could not pinpoint the 
exact location of the bunker complex which housed the Trang Bang District Committee 
on any map coordinates or overhead photos, yet he did have a cooperative defector who 
would lead us to the site. 
  
We prepared an operations plan calling for the source guide our Bien Hoa PRUs to the target 
from a remote HLZ. Once we identified the bunkers, we would ignite colored 
smoke and direct the air strike from the ground.  On this occasion, I decided to accompany 
the ground troops because General Hollingsworth approved use of a CBU-55 gas bomb 
against the tunneled complex.  I wanted to be sure our men were protected during the air 
strike and use of a new bomb.  This particular bomb was purposely designed to wipe out 
bunkers. It was a cluster bomb incendiary device, fueled primarily by propane. Once 
released, each of the three bombs inside the canister would float to the ground in front of 
a drogue parachute. There would be two explosions; one to spread the gas, the 
other detonated it. At the time, I was unaware that it would later be described as a "the most 
powerful non-nuclear weapon in the U.S. arsenal.  It seemed perfect for the planned target. 
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The operation proceeded as planned, except navigation was difficult following winding foot 
paths through the dense underbrush. Our unit crept forward, approaching a slight rise 
adjacent a winding creek when our defector guide stopped and pointed to the concealed 
bunker complex on the other side. I contacted the FAC pilot and told him the air strike should 
go in 1,000 meters NW from our red smoke. Meanwhile, I moved our main PRU force 2,000 
meters to the rear, leaving behind only one man to trigger the smoke grenade at my 
command. The FAC pilot advised it was necessary for this bomb to be dropped downwind 
which meant the aircraft would be approaching from our rear instead of perpendicular to our 
line.  I didn't like the idea, but assumed it was necessary.  We fired the smoke and observed 
the aircraft approaching from our left, then heard the chutes popping.  One CBU-55 hit 
the bunker dead center. The explosion looked and sounded like an A-bomb, complete with a 
huge mushroom cloud. We didn't see where the first bomb landed, but it was relatively close 
behind to our west.  The last one, which we did see, overshot the target. It really didn't 
matter, for the one that hit did the job.  There were three CBUs in the cluster. Each 
one cleared out a huge area like a 12,000 pound Commando Vault.  Every VC/VCI in the 
bunker was found dead with their lungs burned out. The clothes of those standing 
outside hung like rags in the surrounding trees. We were fortunate, since we could have 
easily been victims to the one that landed very close to our position.  It was scary. That was 
the first and only time we used this weapon against the enemy.  From what I understand, very 
few were used in Vietnam throughout the war. The whole experience was sure was an eye 
opener.  
                            

 
I’M COORDINATING A CBU STRIKE  

RALLIER TO MY LEFT 
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OPERATION AGAINST CAN GIUOC 122 ROCKET SITE 
 

When fighting the communist Vietnamese, you could count on them to be brave, predictable 
and tenacious. After foiling their first attempt to shower Saigon with 122mm rockets from 
Gia Dinh province, a few months later we began receiving reports concerning development 
of a rat line through Long An and Go Cong provinces.  Again the Rung Sat PRUs alerted us 
to this action. By the time we understood it was rocket related, they had already established a 
strong foothold aside the Saigon River in Can Giuoc district. Soon rockets were reportedly 
being ferried down the rat line, only this time the numbers were considerably higher. Way 
way higher. We flew a photo mission over the site and were able to identify twenty-seven 
bunkers within a two-kilometer area. We briefed General Hollingsworth each morning on all 
this. As the number of reported rockets increased, we became more and more apprehensive 
about allowing it to continue much longer. When the numbers hit 1,000 rockets, we had 
enough. It was too high a gamble. Along with a detailed target folder, we had prepared 
contingency attack plans.. It would involve Vietnamese Naval gun boats from Nha Be 
blocking potential enemy water escape routes, U.S. attack helicopter gunship support, and 
both American and Vietnamese attack air. So as not to pinpoint the exact strike zone and risk 
compromise through potential enemy spies known to have penetrated ARVN, we 
cleared huge area of operation (AO) with the Long An province chief and III Corps 
Headquarters, labeling our operation a routine sweep. However, we did brief Col. Nguyen 
Van Thanh, the trusted Long An province chief, on the full plan, asking him to keep his 
forces out of the area.  
  
Our plan initially called for dropping one thousand pound bombs on each of the twenty-seven 
identified bunkers, however, at our morning breakfast meeting, General Hollingsworth 
increased this number to three. Moreover, the operation would be supported by U.S. 
Marine OV-10 Bronco aircraft firing five inch Zunni rockets. Obviously, the plan progressed 
into a massive operation against an estimated VC force of over 130 men.  
  
The operation unfolded as planned. Even better than planned, because Col. Thanh 
had camouflaged and positioned his his RF and PF troops along canals at the edge of the 
cleared AO. I was unaware of this until one of our fighter bombers had a bomb that hung, 
released late, and exploded near Col. Thanh's blocking force. Shortly after the bomb 
detonated, I received a frantic call from him to halt the bombing immediately since one had 
landed very close to his men outside the AO. The air attack was practically over by this time, 
so his plea didn't matter.  Overall, the attack devastated the enemy. All the bunkers were 
destroyed along with over 1000 122 rockets, mortar ammunition, and countless weapons and 
supplies. Many of the VC/VCI who managed to survive the initial onslaught were either 
killed or captured later by Col. Thanh's men concealed in the nipa palms along the 
surrounding canals.  I'm unable to recall the exact enemy casualties on this operation, but 
they numbered over 60. Remarkably, we suffered no friendly losses. We ran this operation in 
early 1972. By the time I left Vietnam in July, not one enemy rocket had hit Saigon 
throughout my tour.  It was a feat both Felix and I still feel proud of.  
 

EXTERNAL EVENTS 
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   Throughout my second Vietnamese tour, the political situation in the United States with 
respect to Vietnam went from bad to worse. The American incursion into Cambodia, 
designed to tack down and eliminate COSVN, only fueled growing war protests, spawning a 
young generation of activists bitterly opposed to the seemingly endless war. Those of us on 
the front line were shielded from most of the venom simply because we were too busy 
fighting instead of tuning in on TV broadcasts.  Nevertheless, we clearly recognized time was 
not in our favor. Fear of triggering another Chinese Yalu River response to any American 
thrust into North Vietnam, coupled with worldwide outcry when we did cross into Cambodia 
in pursuit of COSVN, kept the ground war generally confined to South Vietnam. Other than 
air strikes against  the north, we essentially fought a defensive war impossible to win. The 
only way for it  to end was for one side to eventually stack arms and quit.  Although my 
account of the war is confined to Military Region III, events occurred outside our fish bowl 
which seriously influenced our region.  They are worth mentioning. 
   In early 1971, the South Vietnamese, at our urging, agreed to show their teeth and do 
something we were unwilling to do; namely cut the Ho Chi Minh Trail in neighboring Laos. 
Design of this operation rested with the I Corps Commander, General Lam.  I worked with 
him on my previous tour and considered him up as a politician not a warrior. The only 
true fighting general in that area was General Quang, Commander of the ARVN 1st 
Division. In any event, General Lam and his staff developed the Lam Son 719 Plan. It called 
for Vietnamese 1st Division troops, artillery and tanks to roll across Highway 9 to Khe San in 
northern Quang Tri province, and continue another 35 miles into Tchepone, Laos,. 
Simultaneously, Vietnamese Airborne, Ranges and Marine forces would air assault into 
nearby identified landing zones. The operation would be supported by US attack air, B-52 
strikes, and helicopters. 
    What began as an operation to demonstrate strength ended as a clear demonstration of 
South Vietnamese weakness when confronted with stiff enemy resistance/  If anything, the 
operation whetted the enemy’s aggressive appetite which we in III Corps were soon to 
experienced. 
    Lam Son 719 proved to be a total disaster. After the North Vietnamese realized U.S. forces 
had no intent to invade their country, they shifted their major combat formations to the battle 
zone. Once Highway 9 was cut, South Vietnamese forces were surrounded and nearly 
decimated by enemy units supported by heavy artillery fire.  Their only means of escape 
eventually rested upon the bravery of American helicopter pilots who flew through a gauntlet 
of well aimed 23mm, 37mm, 57mm and 51 cal. anti-aircraft flak. Near the end of the battle, 
desperate Vietnamese soldiers hung for dear life on the skids of evacuation helicopters. A 
tragic conclusion to what started as a promising beginning.  During this operation, 108 
American helicopters were lost, resulting in the death of 65 crewmen, many of which were 
never found.  Our estimate of South Vietnamese losses exceeded 10,000 men.  In short, the 
operation was a catastrophe. 
In my view, it was clear indication South Vietnam could not survive without the continued 
American presence.  
 

PRELUDE TO THE 1972 EASTER OFFENSIVE 
 

    Lam Son 719 coupled with President Nixon’s “Vietnamization Plan” was all the 
encouragement Hanoi needed to plan another major attack.  Our destruction of over 1,000 
122mm rockets convinced the enemy was preparing for a major offensive. The amount was 
much larger than any needed to terrorize Saigon. A smaller number of rockets would 
certainly have been easier to conceal and stood a much better chance of success.  In early 
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1972, our eyes were focused on the inevitable approaching storm. U.S. foot soldiers were 
banned from entering Cambodia and Laos, although air strikes were still permitted.  This left 
all border incursions in the hands of ARVN.  Just as our intelligence capabilities on VC units 
in Cambodia began to flourish, we had to depend on an overly cautious and lethargic ARVN 
for action.  The enemy knew this, and set up bases along the Vietnamese/Cambodian border. 
My assistant, Felix Rodriguez, was completing his tour about this time, leaving me the sole 
man in the driver seat when reacting to exploitable intelligence. I believe Felix leaving when 
he did save his life. I doubt seriously if would have survived the April 1972 offensive when 
the enemy later came at us with radar controlled 57mm guns, SA-7s, and multiple 37mm and 
SPU-23  anti-aircraft weapons..   

 
CAMBODIAN BORDER OPERATION 

 
       Orren Deforrests staff had assembled an impressive folder on a sizable VC base at the 

edge of a tree line overlooking a rice paddy along the Tay Ninh/Cambodian border. All of the 
VC fighting positions faced Vietnam since they hardly expected to be attacked from 
Cambodia.  I considered this a plus.  If we could safely land troops in the adjoining rice 
fields, the enemy would be pinned in and forced to either stand or cut their way though the 
dense forested underbrush in retreat  I raised the issue with Col. Kuick, General 
Hollingsworth’s Chief of Staff.  He nixed the idea on grounds American forces were 
prohibited from entering Cambodia.  To me this sounded iffy, since the enemy was, in fact, 
inside Vietnam.  At our usual morning breakfast, I raised the issue at the table, outlining our 
intelligence and our potential plan. It took General Hollingsworth two seconds to respond. 
Looking at Col. Kuick, he responded, “I don’t see a chalk line out there, let’s do it.”  The 
operation was a go. 

    We landed approximately 50 Bien Hoa PRUs in an open rice field beyond enemy mortar and 
machine gun range.  Our helicopters landed our PRUs in full sight of the enemy. The 
insertion went off quickly and smoothly.  The PRUs were well equipped with several M-60 
machine guns, capable of gunning down anyone attempting to attack across the open rice 
paddy. Not one of the estimated 500-man VC/NVA force elected to do so, instead they 
hunkered down in their bunkers or attempted to retreat under constant U.S. air bombardment 
and Cobra attack fire which continued through the late afternoon when choppers returned to 
extract the PRUs. I don’t believe any other general in the U.S. Army would have given the go 
ahead for this operation. In my opinion, It was what separated this genuine warrior from the 
rest of the pack. (More on General Hollingsworth later.) 

 
TAN UYEN B-52 OPERATION 

 
    One of our base officers had recruited a low level VC member of the Tan Uyen District 
Committee in Bien Hoa province. His intelligence production was marginal until he reported 
on a newly arrived VC/NVA battalion which had moved into a large bunker complex near a 
bend in the Dong Nai River close to Long Khanh province. He marked the location on a 
1/50,000 map, saying he had to return immediately else his superiors would become 
suspicious. I immediately flew over the area, clicking my camera as fast as 
possible. After developing the pictures, we found no visible evidence of the complex 
although our agent previously insisted the coordinates he provided was accurate. 
   We briefed General Hollingsworth on our findings, emphasizing this enemy force could 
possibly threaten Bien Hoa air base where many U.S. and Vietnamese aircraft were parked. 
We expressed concern about our source, since he would be in one of the bunkers should we 
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attack.. Nevertheless, the General decided to respond immediately regardless of the danger 
to our agent.  
           Our plan to attack the complex called for U.S. helicopters to insert our 60 Bien Hoa 
PRUs into the smoking bomb craters following a B-52 strike, nicknamed Arc Light. Three B-
52s would drop bombs 30,000 feet, clearing a one by three kilometer path through the dense 
jungle, either killing or disorienting caught in the strike. I briefed our plan to every 
participating American and PRU unit the day before with photographs and a detailed action 
plan. The Arc Light would go in at sunrise at which time all aircraft were to required to stay 
at least five miles away from the strike zone. Once dropped, our PRUs planned to insert into 
the bomb crater clearings and assault the complex.   
          I couldn't sleep the night before thinking about this operation. Suddenly, in the middle 
of the night, the thought came to me, "What if our agent's coordinates were off by a thousand 
meters?  It would be suicide. I thus decided to change the plan and notify everyone 
beforehand not to” not, repeat not,” insert troops until I personally flew my command and 
control helicopter at low level to thoroughly inspect the craters for any evidence concerning 
actually destroyed bunkers.  My decision led to some heavy grumbling. I understood their 
feelings since military men hate last minute changes. But this decision likely saved my life as 
well as our PRUs.  As our chopper swept through the smoke, I only saw onecollapsed bunker 
at the near end.  Accordingly, I ordered the PRUs to land at the edge of a nearby rubber 
plantation at the edge of the forest. No sooner had they advanced 500 meters when they came 
under heavy enemy fire. For the rest of the day, we pounded the area with 1,000 pound 
bombs, extracting the PRUs shortly before nightfall. A week later our agent emerged, cursing 
us for nearly killing him during the initial strike. He said we wiped out an entire NVA 
battalion bivouacked in the trees because the bunkers were already occupied. He estimated 
VC/NVA losses exceeded 300 men which cancelled  whatever plan they had. He kept saying, 
‘You have no idea of what it’s like to weather a B-52 strike?” He was right, of course. We all 
felt guilty about risking this man’s life, yet we know many American lives were saved. It’s 
war, like Sherman once said, “War is Hell.” 
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     Prior to the NVA Easter offensive, our Joint Interrogation Center assembled a detailed 
intelligence package on the Long An sub-regional headquarters in Base Area 354 and its 
forward headquarter in Base Area 713, Cambodia. We passed this information to General 
Minh, the III Corps Commanding General in advance of a March 1972 planned incursion by 
components of the ARVN 5th Division. The source of most of this information came from a 
high level defector who offered to lead us into these strongholds, if required. As ARVN 
moved through Base Area 354, they sent a message claiming they already had swept past the 
identified site and it was proven to be dry.  We knew this to be nonsense, either mistakenly or 
intentionally, and approached General Minh directly, introducing our source as the man who 
would guide them to the location should the general gave the order.  He did, so we flew our 
agent to Cambodia to link up with the ARVN unit. Our man successfully led them to the 
headquarters which proved to be a major VC/NVA depot. The supplies were immense, 
almost beyond belief. It contained over 100,000 tons of rice, enormous quantities of fuel, 
ammunition, foodstuff, and more. All this had been moved there since 1970 American 
Cambodian incursion to destroy COSVN. At that time, tons of enemy supplies were captured 
and destroyed with hardly any enemy equipment left behind.  Obviously, this massive build 
up of supplies was positioned to support a major upcoming offensive.  Obviously, the ARVN 
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commander was nervous about staying at the site, knowing enemy forces on the receiving 
end of these supplies would far outnumber his relatively small battalion sized 
unit. Nevertheless, they did what they could, attempting to burn the 100 kilo rice stacks by 
pouring fuel over them or emptying some into the nearby river. They also blow up what they 
could, but never make a dent in the total amount of supplies found. because the task proved 
impossible.  Upon receiving word of this massive find, General Minh, rightfully, ordered this 
battalion back to Lai Khe where they would still be in one piece and in better able to defend 
Saigon. Shortly after they left the cache site, General Hollingsworth ordered a B-52 strike on 
the place in an attempt to further destroy what was there.. That's all we could do. Although 
I’m sure General Hollingsworth and most of our staff can recall this event, I don’t believe it 
was ever mentioned  any document or book I've read. It was the first real indication a major 
attack was imminent.  We didn’t know when or where, but were surely braced for it. 

    About this time, PRUs overran a remote jungle VC hospital. The caretakers fled leaving 
two immobile wounded men behind. They were in bad shape, thus we medically evacuated 
them to the American hospital at Long Binh where they received excellent treatment. Both 
were NVA soldiers who were not brainwashed by communist propaganda. They appreciated 
our compassion and began to cooperate fully. Both of them were North Vietnamese 
communication experts from the VC 9th Division. Four the past month, they had been laying 
land line cables around An Loc City, Binh Long province in preparation for a coming 
offensive. They further claimed the coming attack would be supported by tanks, artillery and 
heavy anti-aircraft weapons, but could furnish no specific date when it would commence. 
This answered the “where” question for most of us, however some still believed the major 
assault would be directed at Tay Ninh province despite this information.  It didn’t take long 
to find out which side was right. The enemy’s Easter Offensive was about to explode, not 
only in our region but throughout the country.  
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THE 1972 EASTER OFFENSIVE III CORPS 

LOC NINH BATTLE 

    Strangely, weeks before the Easter Offensive, I managed to give my two boys, Eddie and 
Larry (age two and three respectively) a quick helicopter ride to An Loc.  They were excited 
and looked forward to the adventure. We landed at the HLZ a few meters east of Highway 12 
south of the city. It was a beautiful, bustling small city complete with markets filled with 
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smiling faces. While I visited Mr. Moi, the Binh Long PRU Chief, one of the Huey crewmen 
took my children on a quick tour of the city. I hardly realized at the time that this charming 
place would soon be utterly destroyed by some of the heaviest fighting of the Vietnamese 
war.   

     Surprisingly, the initial VC attack wasn’t against An Loc. Instead, on 4 April 1972, the 
enemy began striking ARVN bases outside Loc Ninh district to the north.. On that day, one 
Vietnamese special reconnaissance company was overrun and totally wiped out except for 
one lone survivor. The next day Vietnamese Rangers engaged the VC outside their base, 
capturing a NVA soldier from the 5th VC Division who claimed his unit was ordered to 
capture An Loc while the VC 9th Division planned to take An Loc. During this period, 
Spectre gunship and FAC pilots reported seeing tanks, trucks, and tracked vehicles heading 
south from Cambodia to Vietnam. Moreover, the entire early warning sensor field began 
lighting up like a Christmas tree. On 6 April Loc Ninh came under heavy attack. General 
Hollingsworth, call sign Danger 79er, flew above the in his command and control helicopter, 
maintaining constant radio contact with “Zippo, “ one the American ground advisors  
commanding the district’s defenses. The enemy overran the district compound on 8 April. 
Zippo’s radio went dead after an unbelievably heroic fight. He was thus missing in action and 
assumed dead. I later learned the man in charge, Zippo, was Captain Mark Smith. 
Recognizing he was the most experienced and competent officer to command the defense, his 
superior officer placed him in charge. I believe General Hollingsworth would have done the 
same thing. In fact, I felt he would place private in charge if he thought he was the best man 
for the job. As proof, later on General bypassed several senior colonels and assigned the 
competent Major Peter Benson as his Third Regional Assistance Command (TRAC) G-3 
Operations Officer. He also reorganized and streamlined his staff for immediate action. 
(Although seriously wounded, Captain Mark Smith was captured and eventually released. 
His account of Loc Ninh battle provides the most accurate description of what took place. For 
that reason, I have attached it to my memoirs.)  
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BATTLE OF AN LOC 

    Although An Loc came under sporadic enemy artillery fire beginning April 5, the heavy 
fighting began shortly after sundown on April 7, when the 9th VC Division attacked the old 
French  plantation Quang Loi air strip, roughly three miles northeast of the city.  Using 
human wave assaults, coupled with tear gas, they easily overcame the two ARVN companies 
defending the place. However, before being ordered to destroy their equipment and retreat to 
An Loc, the defenders captured two wounded 9th VC Division platoon leaders which they 
took with them.  With the loss of Quang Loi, the enemy held the high ground where they 
could easily spot and adjust all artillery fire into the city. We learned about these captives a 
few days later. If treated properly, we believed they could provide important information on 
future enemy plans.  As days passed, the number of artillery rounds landing in the city 
increased measurably.  

   I volunteered to fly into An Loc and bring out the two wounded NVA lieutenants but I 
needed to persuade Col. Thao, who worked closely with Orrin’s interrogation staff, to 
accompany me. I knew he wasn’t the most courageous staff officer I ever met, so I told him 
the situation in An Loc was absolutely calm, which was an outright lie, and that I needed him 
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and his authority to bring these men out for interrogation.  Surprisingly, he agreed, again 
asking if it was safe.  “Of course,” I replied. 

   Our American Huey landed at the south end of the Lai Khe airfield while another U.S. 
chopper had its blades spinning at the other end of the runway.  I ran over and asked the pilot if 
he planned to fly into An Loc, and if so, would it be OK for us to follow him?.  He said yes. 
Once off the ground, the other helicopter proceeded north above Highway QL-13, flying at 
about 1,000 feet, while I told our pilot to stay at tree top level west of the road and at all costs 
to avoid clearings. The trip went smoothly until we could see the city. Suddenly, a half mile of 
tree line suddenly erupted from anti-aircraft muzzle flashes along the western tree line 
paralleling the highway south of the city. The chopper above us suddenly began smoking and 
crash landed somewhere in An Loc. I later learned the crew escaped without serious injury. 
Having an excellent fix on the enemy’s anti-aircraft positions, I contacted the FAC overhead 
and asked if he had fighter bombers on station to strike the area. In minutes U.S. attack air 
began making napalm runs on the area.  After the third drop, I told the FAC pilot I planned 
cross the road after the next pass and land at the soccer field. The plan worked marvelously. 
We landed safely.  Col Thao quickly debarked while we remained at the field with the blades 
rotating.  While we waited for Thao’s return, incoming artillery rounds continued to explode 
throughout the city.  After a 20 minute delay, the Colonel returned, escorted by four ARVN 
soldiers carrying the two men on stretches. As we started to lift off, more than 20 desperate 
men in uniform tried to cling to our skids and climb aboard our departing chopper.  Col. Thao 
had to threaten with his pistol before they finally backed off. While observing this chaos, I 
again contacted the FAC and asked for another strike on the AA positions since we planned to 
leave the same way we came in.  Fortunately, he did this and all went well.  On that day we 
were the only helicopter to make it in and out of the city without being shot down.  After this 
experience, I might add, Col. Thao never spoke to me again, telling everyone I nearly got him 
killed.  

   We delivered the two NVA officers to the American hospital at Long Binh. With kind 
treatment they soon became thoroughly cooperative, providing exception intelligence on 
enemy forward supply locations, troop movements, and the overall Nguyen Hue attack plan. 
Essentially, the 5th VC Division was to strike Loc Ninh, move through the Michelin Plantation 
and finally link up with SR-23 (Long An SR) for an eventual coordinated assault on Saigon 
with the VC 7th and 9th divisions.  The entire VC 7th Division was positioned south of An Loc 
astride Highway QL-13 to ambush any South Vietnamese forces retreating from An Loc to Lai 
Khe. Moreover, the 69th Artillery Division (almost 4,000 strong) was earmarked to support the 
offensive with an array of sophisticated weaponry. The overall attack would be supported by 
newly formed NVA armored units composed of T-54 tanks, PT 76 tracked vehicles and heavy 
artillery. All this information proved to be true. General Hollingsworth viewed the air strike on 
one of the identified enemy ordnance depots at Quang Loi and said the secondary explosions 
looked like the Fourth of July.  

                    The number of artillery rounds landing in An Loc increased daily as more and more enemy 
tubes arrived outside the city. Our Binh Hoa regional staff was required to send situation 
reports twice daily which, besides attending the morning TRAC briefing, had me acting as a 
reporter by heading to the Tactical Operations Center (TOC) frequently for updates on the 
situation. On 13 April, I happen to be listening to the TOC speaker as one of the pilots from the 
Blue Max AH-1 Cobra attack helicopters from Battery F, 79th Aerial Rocket Artillery reported 
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they were about to attack an enemy tank column approaching the city from the north. Both 
Felix and I had worked with many of the Blue Max pilots who previously supported our 
operations and they were fantastic, especially the pilot nicknamed “the animal.”   When the 
lead pilot rolled in, I looked at my watch. It took them exactly nine minutes to destroy all ten 
tanks with their high explosive ant-tank rounds. The lead tank was stopped in its tracks a short 
distance from the 5th ARVN command bunker where the American senior advisor, Col. 
William Miller, a tough and fearless WWII veteran, helped direct the city’s ground defenses. 
One of the attacking NVA tanks tried unsuccessfully to hide in a nearby concrete building 
which took the gunships only a minute to destroy. Throughout the battle, the Blue Max pilots 
proved fearless, flying through an anti-aircraft air umbrella exceeding that experienced by some 
of these same pilots during Lam Son 719.  Only this time, they also had to dodge enemy SA-7 
surface to air missiles. It’s the reason why I felt my friend Felix never have survived had he 
remained in country.   

                  Our Binh Long PRUs under Mr. Moi, a Montagnard, performed courageously throughout 
the battle. They held their section of the perimeter and were given specific reconnaissance 
missions which they accomplished successfully. The reports Mr. Moi sent only give us a brief 
view of the fight through his small window.  Essentially, the An Loc defenders grouped into a 
tight rectangle.  This allowed General Hollingsworth, flying above, to direct B-52 strikes as 
soon as the NVA massed for a human wave assault from one of the sides. The General, giving 
his customary humorous briefing, described it as follows: “We shrunk the perimeter, knowing 
they have to mass for an attack. Any commander can easily win a battle when the enemy is 
outnumbered. The mark of a true warrior is to win despite the numbers. We should look at An 
Loc as an opportunity. An opportunity to completely destroy the enemy. I hope the North 
Vietnamese send their entire army to An Loc.  Why?  Because what we have there is a f-----ing 
killing machine. We will kill them all.”  That’s authentic Hollingsworth, I practically fell off 
my chair laughing. What a warrior.  

    A detailed account of the An Loc battle is too long for me to describe. For those genuinely 
interested in learning more about the battle, I suggest reading James H. Willbank’s book, "The 
Battle of An Loc." He was on the ground and wounded at the city's helicopter landing pad by 
an enemy artillery round that also killed General Tallman, Col. Kuick and Major Pete Benson.  

 
       When the number of reported enemy artillery rounds raining down on the city reached 
7,000 daily, I suggested to General Hollingsworth we land our Phuoc Long PRU force, behind 
enemy lines at a of road junction north of the city. The unit’s commander, Mr. Soi, a very brave 
Montagnard, had been wounded in action six times and actually volunteered for the mission. 
Before raising the idea, I landed in a  helicopter and personally checked out a promising site 
near thick woods where I felt the team could land and cache enough supplies to interdict enemy 
traffic along both roads leading to the battlefield. General Hollingsworth like the idea, 
however, General Hamlet, whose helicopters were needed to land the PRUs, nixed the idea. He 
didn’t want his men to be “wrapped around the axle” on some risky venture in no-man land. I 
believed otherwise, because the North Vietnamese required all the troops they could muster at 
An Loc which left rear areas relatively safe NVA troop concentrations. At the very least, it 
would force the NVA to draw forces from An Loc to protect their lines of communications.  
We will never know, because it never happened.  
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     As the An Loc battle progressed, the ARVN 21st Division, under General Nguyen Vinh 
Nghi was moved from IV Corps to III Corps to fight the 7th VC Division and clear the way 
north of Chon Thanh district to An Loc. I knew General Nghi when he was the Chief of Staff to 
General Lam in I Corps and considered him an excellent staff officer. He was now to be tested 
in combat. 
 
    General Hollingsworth had three command and control Huey helicopters at his disposal. He 
flew in one, directing Arc Light and air strikes from American fighter bombes circling 
above An Loc like vultures. Another was under the control of General John McGiffert, and 
later General Richard Tallman, to provide similar support to the ARVN 21st Division fighting 
its way up Highway QL-13. I was assigned the third. My role was to strike VC sub-regional 
commands, alternate base areas, and enemy staging areas identified by our regional staff which  
worked overtime.  When jet aircraft circling above An Loc ran low on fuel, they were diverted 
to my location where they could quickly to drop their bombs on targets I marked with colored 
smoke. This kept the enemy off balance, forcing them to flee from one location to another. 
Since I could do the from a FAC, I eventually drove to Saigon's Tan Son Nhut airfield 
and flew with a Sundog OV-10 pilot from the 21st Tactical Air Support Squadron. 
Besides eliminating risk to our remaining C&C choppers, it enabled us to remain on station 
longer without refueling and it was much easier and safer to mark targets with the aircraft’s 
2.75 mm white phosphorous (WP) rockets. 
 
    American reporters were naturally eager to report the latest news. They were locked out of 
An Loc, or too cowardly to enter any serious combat zone. The closest safe place for them to 
get a sniff of the An Loc fighting was at Chon Thanh district.  One afternoon, General 
Hollingsworth landed there looking grimy and tired after laying in air attacks against the 
attacking VC all morning. One liberal reported stuffed a mike close to the General’s mouth, 
asking how things were going.  General Hollingsworth answered, “The NVA replacements are 
not like the old ones, they are kids who hardly know what they’re doing. When they massed 
across an open field, we walked bombs right through them, killing nearly every one.”  With 
that, the reporter said, “General, tell me how you personally feel about killing those young 
North Vietnamese soldiers?  Hollingsworth paused for a moment, then replied,” Come to think 
of it son, I enjoy killing those son of bitches.”  The entire interview appeared on nightly news, 
resulting in a phone call from General Abrams the next day to the effect, “Holly, your killing 
me.” 
 
    On 18 June General Minh declared the siege at An Loc was over. His announcement was a 
bit premature since ARVN units were still cleaning out pockets of enemy resistance while 
artillery rounds continued to fall on the city. None of us knew how he arrived at this 
conclusion, since he seemed to be invisible throughout the fight. . 
 
    By early July, the fighting intensity around An Loc was reduced to a whimper. Three of our 
morning breakfast colleagues, BG Richard Tallman, Col. Stanley Kuick and Major Peter 
Benson decided to visit the city on 9 July on an inspection tour. They landed at the HLZ south 
of the city, close to where I spotted enemy muzzle flashes earlier when I evacuated the two 
wounded NVA officers. Their helicopter landed and no sooner lifted off when an enemy 
artillery round exploded nearby.  They dove for cover, and then got up to take cover in a nearby 
bunker when a second round detonated. It instantly killed Kuick, Benson and 1st Lieutenant 
John Todd Jr., General Tallman’s aide plus a Vietnamese interpreter. The General was 
seriously wounded and evacuated with two American advisors who met them at the pad and 
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had been fighting in the city, namely, Major Joe Hallum and James Willbanks (author of “The 
Battle of An Loc.”) Regretfully, General Tallman died during the night at the US Army field 
hospital.  At the General’s breakfast table the following morning, all four of us stared at the 
tree empty seats. Not a word was spoken. We were too saddened to talk. It was a tremendous 
loss of three brave American soldiers. 
 
    Overall, the fight for An Loc resembled Stalingrad.  The enemy came at us with the kitchen 
sink, including over 100 NVA T 54tanks, 57mm dual AA guns mounted on tracked PT-76 
bodies, along with 23mm 37mm, 51 cal machine guns and SA7s.  We were hit by three VC 
divisions, altogether roughly 40,000 troops.  When the dust settled, the enemy 
was decimated. They returned to North Vietnam with their tail between their legs. Two 
amazing American warriors were largely responsible for successfully defending the city, Col. 
William Miller on the ground, and General James Hollingsworth in the air, both seasoned 
WWII veterans. Both were beyond heroic, besides being absolutely fearless. Col. Miller called 
in air strikes only meters from his command bunker, while the General flew day-after-day 
above the heaviest concentration of anti-aircraft fire witnessed in the entire war.  
 
 

                                     

 
 
                                                            AN LOC AFTER THE BATTLE 
 
     When the battle ended, all of us realized that without continued advisory assistance and U.S. 
air support, South Vietnam was doomed.  We also knew it was only a matter of time before the 
enemy would again attack, only the next time in greater numbers. My boss, Donald Gregg, 
drafted an excellent think piece which he sent to headquarters.  It detailed his assessment of 
“Vietnamization” and South Vietnam’s future ability to defend itself. I wish I had a copy, for 
he accurately predicted the events to come. Unfortunately, our government ignored his 
findings. South Vietnam was, in fact, doomed. 
 

END OF TOUR 
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    I personally hate good bys. The Saigon Station changed radically as Tom Polgar replaced 
Ted Shackley and a new boss replaced the great Don Gregg. By late July, I was ready to leave. 
My wife and family were insulated from the fighting since I seldom talked about the war and 
my role in it. I simply didn’t want them to worry. Before leaving, however, I did advise our 
PRUs to never surrender, for if they did, they would be executed by their cruel enemy. Instead, 
I pointed out to them a guerrilla needs only one weapon to resist, and they had more than that 
in their arsenal. It would take a while for me to unwind. In conclusion, the VC never did rocket 
Saigon during my tour. A fact I still feel proud of. 
 

TRIBUTE TO THREE GREAT WARRIORS AND FRIENDS 
 

MAY THEY REST IN PEACE WITH THEIR BOOTS ON 

             

 

  
 
 
 

ACTION HEROES  
THE BEST OF THE BEST 

 

 
Lt. General James F. Hollingsworth, US Army (Ret) 

. 
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DANGER 79 

 
Ill. James Francis Hollingsworth, was born on the family farm near 
Sanger, Texas, on March 24, 1918. He was the oldest of four boys, all 
of whom served in the United States military in World War II. 
Obviously, he had wonderful parents who taught him great work 
ethics growing up on the family farm.  

James was accepted at Texas A & M and earned his way through 
school by working in a creamery. He would report to work at 4:00 in 
the morning and then return in the evening to do another shift seven 
days a week. Because of his heavy schedule of going to school and 
working, he was not able to participate in varsity athletics but was 
active in extra-curricular sports. After graduating in 1940, he was 
commissioned a Second Lieutenant in the Army and assigned to the 
Second Armored Division. 

He went on to serve his country with distinction, participating in 
seven major campaigns extending from the invasion of North Africa 
in 1942 to the occupation of Berlin in 1945. He was wounded in 
action five times during this period. 

He commanded a regimental-size armored task force and was recognized by General Patton 
as one of the two best armored battalion commanders in WW II. The Second Armored 
Division, nicknamed "Hell on Wheels," was honored by being first to enter Berlin following 
the German surrender. 

During this time, from 1940 to 1945, General Hollingsworth rose in rank from Second 
Lieutenant to Lieutenant Colonel at the ripe old age of 26. He had been properly schooled in 
the military and was handpicked to be one of our future military leaders. He held many 
important commands. Here are just a few. In the North Vietnamese Siege at Anloc, "Danger 
79er," his call sign during his assignment in Vietnam, is credited with great valor under fire 
during his two tours of duty. Later, from 1973 to 1976, he was the Commanding General in 
South Korea of the largest Combat Field Armies (13 Divisions) in the world. His mission was 
to defend the capital city of Seoul and South Korea from invasion by the North. 

Following his return to the United States in 1976 and at the request of Senator Sam Nunn, 
33°, Grand Cross, with the approval by the Secretary of the Army, General Hollingsworth 
was directed to evaluate the U.S. Army's capability and potential to meet the threat of the 
Warsaw Pact in NATO central Europe. The Hollingsworth Report was presented to the 
Secretary of Defense, the National Security Council, and the Senate and House Armed 
Services Committees. The major thrust required an add-on of $46 billion to correct major 
deficiencies and enhance the U.S. Army's capabilities. 

The Hollingsworth Report briefing to the Senate Armed Services Committee brought about 
the Nunn–Bartlett Senate Armed Services Committee Study of the entire U.S. Forces' 
capabilities in NATO central Europe. The result of the Senate investigation not only 
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approved the U.S. Army buildup but also the total commitment to the Defense of Europe. 
This buildup of the U.S. Forces no doubt impacted greatly on the fall of the Berlin Wall, the 
demise of the Warsaw Pact, and the shortening of the Cold War. By this time, the General 
had established himself as both a gallant soldier and a statesman. Today he is one of the most 
decorated living General Officers in our country. 

Following his discharge from the United States Army, after 36 years of service, he founded 
the Hollingsworth Consultants, Inc., and served as President and C.E.O. His Company 
became a leading consultant for aerospace tactical technology from 1976 to 1997. As a 
citizen, he is a member of the Chancellor's 21st Century Council of Advisors, Texas A & M 
University System, an Advisor to the President of Texas A & M University, and a member of 
the Board of Trustees at the Marine Military Academy, Harlingen, Texas. He serves on many 
other boards and committees and is in demand as a speaker at universities, high schools, civic 
clubs, commencements, Scottish Rite Valleys, and the like. He and his wife, Janie Harris 
Hollingsworth, have donated and willed over $3 million to Texas A & M University, Corps 
of Cadets. They are devout members of the Episcopalian Church. 

Due to his military duties, General Hollingsworth did not have the opportunity to start his 
Masonic work until 1946 at Fort Riley, Kansas. There he completed his Entered Apprentice 
and Fellowcraft Degrees, but not until 1952, when he returned to the Command and General 
Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, was he able to become a Master Mason and 32° 
Scottish Rite Mason. He received his Thirty-third Degree, Inspector General Honorary, in 
Washington, D.C., in 1999. He is a member of Alzafar Shrine Center in San Antonio, Texas, 
and his parents and grandparents are buried in a Masonic cemetery in Valley View, Texas. 

On September 10, 1999, my wife and I were invited to attend the unveiling of the 
magnificent seven-foot-tall bronze statue of General Hollingsworth on the Texas A & M 
University campus at College Station, only the third such honor bestowed on a graduate of 
Texas A & M. While there, I realized that this living legend had a major impact on this 
school. Following the unveiling of the statue, review of the troops, speeches, and other 
ceremonies, there was a reception. There, talking to the students, I realized how they revered 
this gentleman. 

History will remember Lieutenant General James Francis Hollingsworth as a great American 
patriot, family man, fraternalist, philanthropist, superb soldier, and statesman who then went 
on to excel in the business world. He is a person who has always led by example and who is 
convinced that our nation's youth is the greatest resource of our country and that by example 
we must show them the way. 

   
 

THE BATTLE OF LOC NINH 
4 - 7 APRIL 1972 

 
SUBMITTED BY: 

MARK A. SMITH, MAJOR, USA (RET) 
GROUND COMMANDER, BATTLE OF LOC NINH
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INTRODUCTION
 
 
    I have read a number of reports concerning the battle of Loc Ninh. The one most 
professionally disturbing is the one rendered by Major U. C. Collins while a student in the 
USA Command and General Staff College. One of the material sources from which he 
gathered information was Major Albert E. Carlson, currently Colonel Albert E. Carlson, 
Artillery. At the time of the Loc Ninh battle, Major Carlson was the Deputy Regimental Staff 
Advisor to the 9th ARVN Regiment. During the course of the battle, he was on the inner 
perimeter; not on the outer perimeter or in the Regimental Tactical Operations .Center 
(TOC). The important point is that, as an Artillery officer, Major Carlson was assigned to the 
inner perimeter and ordered to stay there prepared to offer advice to the tactical commander 
concerning fire support planning. Also to be noted is that as an Artillery officer and staff 
advisor to the ARVN, this is the job in which he had been trained. Sergeant Kenneth 
Wallingford was also assigned to the inner perimeter to assist Major Carlson. These men did 
not have access to the command group during this battle. Additionally, their capability to 
communicate was limited to one PRC-77 radio adjusted to only the assigned advisor 
frequency. 
 
   In regard to the tactical disposition of friendly and enemy forces, as related in Major 
Collins' report, they are based upon pure supposition by Major Carlson and are a complete 
fantasy. As I recall, a majority of the  events, as described in the report, either did not happen 
or did not occur as described. Perhaps they are the opinion of Ed Carlson and the 5th DCAT 
after action report "writers" They could also be the opinion of some Washington based 
Vietnamese Generals. The opinions provided by these sources, however, are wrong; and have 
no basis in fact. 
 
   I was the ground commander of all ARVN and U.S. forces during the battle of Loc Ninh. I 
wrote the attached report from that point of view. Within minutes of the on-set of the battle of 
Loc Ninh, command of all defending forces was passed to me by Lieutenant Colonel Richard 
Schott. I retained this command authority for the duration of the battle; and, in fact, 
throughout the subsequent period of imprisonment in Cambodia. 
 
   From almost the opening moments of the battle, Colonel Vinh, 9th ARVN Regimental 
Commander, did not command. Thirty five minutes into the battle, I superceeded his 
authority and relieved him of command for the reasons noted in the attached report. His staff 
then served under my command during the entire fight. LTC Richard Schott placed me in 
command and then protected me from all personnel who attempted to interfere. 
LTC Schott's deferment of command to me was communicated to MG James Hollingsworth 
and BG John McGiffert. They agreed with LTC Schott's decision. This command situation 
was further communicated by me to General Hung, Commander, ARVN 5th Division. LTC 
Schott's decision to put me in command was made in deference to my experience in combat. I 
had participated in major battles at Loc Ninh in 1966 and 1967. Further, my ability to use the 
various supporting arms was 
established. I had served in Vietnam, for at least a portion of soldier, on the ground at Loc 
Ninh, who was fluent in the Vietnamese language. 
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   The attached report describes the true disposition of friendly forces, not where some 
commanders claimed them to be, and the true disposition of enemy forces, not where they 
were "assumed" to be.  The report also correctly reflects an organization of 4 rifle 
companies per battalion which was the standard rifle company organization in the 9th 
Infantry Regiment. 
 
   I have written the attached report to set the record straight. I regret that The Defense 
Intelligence Agency (DIA) chose to classify my initial report, which I rendered while in 
Letterman Army Medical Center in early 1973. Classification. of my initial report, I  have 
been told, was required because of sensitivity regarding the manner in which LTC Schott was 
killed; and the actions of SFC Howard Lull. The U.S. Army's uneasiness concerning the 
content of my initial report was further compounded by my pointed statements concerning 
Major Davidson, the acting Loc Ninh District Senior Advisor, and his Vietnamese 
counterpart. These two men escaped from Loc Ninh and 
Major Davidson was subsequently awarded the Distinguished Service Cross; the award being 
presented prior to myself and Captain George Wanat being released from the POW camp. 
Subsequent to our release, however, my comments in regard to Major Davidson were that he 
"whined" throughout the entire battle; and finally deserted Captain George Wanat while 
under fire. My DIA debriefers and the U.S. Army ignored 
my comments because the Army would be embarrassed if it admitted a "deserter" had 
received the Distinguished Service Cross for heroism during a battle where he ran away. I 
could not professionally ignore Major Davidson's conduct and actions during the battle and 
refused to retract the truth. As a result, my initial report remains classified or has ceased to 
exist. At my insistence, the Army accepted my submission of a recommendation for award of 
the Distinguished Service Cross to Captain George Wanat for his actions at Loc Ninh and for 
his thirty one days of escape and evasion (E&E) prior to being captured by the Vietnamese. 
George was, most deservingly, awarded the DSC. 
 
   In Annex D to this report is a description of the events in the prisoner of war (POW) camp 
in Cambodia. Once again, as with my initial Loc Ninh after action report, the DIA chose to 
classify my debriefing concerning the period of imprisonment. The DIA did so because of 
my strong statements concerning "who did what" and "who did not do as duty and honor 
would dictate" while held as a POW. The end-notes referenced in this report are located 
immediately after "The Battle" section of the report. At Annex B, is a roster that reflects 
names and/or call signs of participants. If anyone was omitted from the report or was not 
given proper credit it is unintentional. As to the question: Who  was in command? I was in 
command! My call sign, and nickname, is "Zippo"; my call sign was the prefix all call signs 
of personnel assigned to the 9th RCAT. Annex C reflects the names of eleven Americans, not 
counting myself, and one Frenchman. I believe ten of these people are still living. I further 
believe at least eight of them will verify that I commanded the defending forces during the 
battle of Loc Ninh. 
 
 
PRELUDE TO BATTLE: 
 
    During the winter of 1971-72, the 5th ARVN Division conducted operations of a limited 
nature in Bing Long, Phouc Long, and Bing Doung provinces. These operations rarely made 
contact with the enemy, except for limited incursions into Cambodia toward the town of 
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Snoul. It should be noted that, within the 9th ARVN Regiment, contacts with the enemy 
increased when advisors again accompanied battalions on operation. This practice was 
reinstituted by myself in November 1971. SFC Lull and myself accompanied battalions on 
operations on a regular basis. One small battle between Lai Khe and Ben Cat was initiated by 
the 2nd Battalion, 9th Infantry, in December 1971. The area had been worked by numerous 
units without advisors. By pushing the ARVN commander to move farther off the highway, 
contact with a company of NVA was achieved. This indicated to LTC Schott, Colonel Bill 
Miller, and to me that all was not as pacified as the 5th ARVN Division staff would have us 
believe. 
 
   Contacts around Loc Ninh were rare, as the enemy could see you coming for a very long 
distance. Members of the Border Ranger Battalion and the French plantation manager, 
however, assured me that the NVA were in the area continuously. The Frenchman also told 
me that he paid the NVA not to start trouble in the plantation. This was done to preclude 
damage to the trees. The 9th Regiment soon learned that by operating only within the 
confines of the rubber plantation, one could avoid trouble. 
 
   One operation conducted northwest of Loc Ninh was to put a "scissor" bridge in place on a 
small river at the border. The reason given was to allow units to avoid using QL13 as the 
single avenue of approach to Cambodia. My observation was that the bridge offered an 
excellent avenue of approach for the enemy. The ARVN, however, left the bridge in place 
and never guarded it or used it for operations because of its size and location, in the jungle. 
The NVA made fine use of this bridge, and one other, to put the 5th NVA Division in place 
for battle; and, the 9th Division used it to by-pass Loc Ninh for points South. During the 
battle of Loc Ninh it took one full day to destroy this bridge. 
 
   A short time prior to the battle, LTC Schott and myself drove to Fire Support Base (FSB) 
Alpha. 'At the Montagnard village, short of Fire Base Alpha, is a river. The bridge there had 
long since been destroyed; however, "someone" had been building an underwater bridge with 
rocks. Inquiries to the Rangers and to the 9th Regiment Headquarters drew a negative 
response on knowledge of this endeavor. A stop at the village and a discussion with some 
children made it clear that "someone" had ordered the people to bring rocks to build this 
structure. Further questioning about "who" only solicited the response: "The Vietnamese." 
When asked if it was the ARVN or the enemy, the response was that all Vietnamese were the 
enemy. When LTC Schott and I raised the issue with Colonel Vinh, he was not worried. Me 
was sure the Montagnards were using the underwater bridge to smuggle wood from 
Cambodia. This structure held no tactical implications for Colonel Vinh. He further stated 
that it was good for the "scissor" bridge to remain in place as it gave the NVA the 
opportunity to by pass Loc Ninh. He also said that if the NVA came with full combat power, 
using the tanks and armored personnel carriers (APC), captured in an earlier battle, we would 
have to surrender. He also stated that he had been a prisoner in the 1950's and it was better 
than being dead. 
 
   I made up my mind to two things at this time: (1) Loc Ninh would not surrender without a 
fight; (2) The bridges would become prime targets at the onset of any battle. With this in 
mind, the stage was set for the battle of Loc Ninh. 
 
   On 30 March 1972 the Stars and Stripes published a picture of NVA T-54 tanks on the "Ho 
Chi Minh Trail" headed South. Colonel Vinh, however, remained convinced that the only 
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armor the 9th ARVN Regiment faced was captured M-41 tanks and APCs. An inventory of 
high explosive anti tank (HEAT) ammunition, for the sole 106mm Recoilless Rifle at Loc 
Ninh, showed the presence of precisely six rounds on-hand! There were also fifty rounds of 
canister ammunition on-hand. Colonel Vinh assured me he would request more ammunition. 
On the afternoon of 4 April 1972 Major Carlson, SOT Wallingford, a French photographer 
named Michael Dummond, and myself journeyed from Lai Khe to An Loc. We were passed 
by numerous overloaded vehicles fleeing south. Just south of Loc Ninh the French plantation 
manager passed us and waved for us to go back. We proceeded on to Loc Ninh. The village 
square was basically deserted, except for some drunk ARVN soldiers at the local "soup 
stand". They said they were drunk because tomorrow they would die. Colonel Vinh was not 
alone in his defeatism. Amazingly the National Police station was erecting additional barbed 
wire and filling sandbags. This for a staff of six people! These personnel included one female 
and five male police. When I inquired of Major Davidson as to the district chief's plans for 
the police, he stated that they had been ordered to defend the police station. 
 
   Other after action reports state that the 1st ARVN Cavalry was operating in Cambodia just 
prior to the battle. This is a myth concocted by Vinh and the Commander of the 1st ARVN 
Cavalry. They were, in fact, at FSB Alpha. The only exception to this was a total of five 
APCs and one tank at the intersection of QLIS and QL14. These vehicles were placed here 
for two reasons: (1) To provide a blocking force to protect the flank of the 1ST Cavalry 
Regiment moving to Loc Ninh; (2) to assist or reinforce the 1ST Battalion, 9th infantry, at Bo 
Dop. The small size of this force indicates the lack of tactical awareness of the 9th Infantry 
and 1st Cavalry Regimental Commanders; because if is not tactically sound to appose a force 
of two NVA regiments with an ARVN force of only five APCs and one tank. Colonel Bill 
Miller, SRA 5th DCAT and myself both attempted to convince Colonel Vinh and General 
Hung to pull the 1ST Cavalry back to Loc Ninh. Colonel Vinh's thinking was that the NVA 
would attack FSB Alpha and leave Loc Ninh alone. Also this was his reasoning to move the 
two companies of the 3rd Battalion, 9th Infantry, not to the west of Loc Ninh as previously 
reported, but to place them on the first hill mass south of Loc Ninh to cover a withdrawal by 
the 9th Regiment. This movement was ordered immediately after the departure of General 
Hung and Colonel Miller from Loc Ninh. There was a contact to the west of Loc Ninh on the 
afternoon of 4 April. It was actually made by the 9th Regiment Reconnaissance (Recon) 
Company but it was reported as a contact made by the 3rd Battalion because Colonel Vinh 
had told General Hung that the 3rd Battalion remained to the west. After this contact, all that 
remained of the Recon Company was one wounded soldier with a radio. He remained on the 
radio until the afternoon of 6 April and provided me with targets to the west of Loc Ninh. 
 
   When I returned from An Loc, late in the afternoon of 4 April, I advised Colonel Vinh to 
move the 2nd Battalion, 9th Infantry, except for one company, back to Loc Ninh from Fire 
Support Base Alpha. I also advised him to leave a PF Platoon and RF Company at the Cam 
Le bridge to assure it's destruction. Again, Colonel Vinh stated that we could "survive" if we 
provided the enemy a variety of targets. Also he felt that ordering the destruction of the 
bridge would anger not only General Hung, but also the NVA Commander! Colonel Vinh's 
theory was that, "when we surrender", we could bring up certain things to show we actually 
helped the enemy. The term "when we surrender" became more and more common in 
Colonel Vinh's discussions, until he did in fact try to surrender Loc Ninh on 7 April 1972. 
 
   A contact was made by the 3rd  Battalion, 9th Infantry, South of Loc Ninh on the evening 
of 4 April 1972. A five man squad of NVA was ambushed and two were captured. At 
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approximately 0200 hours, according to the 9th Regiment S2, these two stated that they were 
from the 272nd Regiment, 9th NVA Division. They further stated that the rest of thee 
division was passing Loc Ninh to attack An Loc. Their regiment was to provide a blocking 
force to the south while the 5th NVA Division made the main attack on Loc Ninh with Soviet 
Armor. 
 
   When I learned this at 0300 hours, I carried the E-6 Regiment west of Loc Ninh on the 
situation map and added the 272nd Regiment to the south and the remainder of the 5th NVA 
Division as the attacking force. 
 
   The events described above and the resulting disposition of friendly and enemy forces, as 
depicted on my map as of 0300 hours, 5 April 1972, set the stage for the battle of Loc Ninh. 
As the battle  scenario develops, it will become evident why I continued to place the 272nd 
Regiment of the 9th NVA Division south of Loc Ninh. 
 

THE BATTLE 
 
   The battle of Loc Ninh began during the afternoon of 4 April 1972 when the Recon 
Company, 9th ARVN Regiment, was destroyed by what was believed to be elements of the 
NVA E-6 Regiment West of Loc Ninh. A lone surviving soldier, with a radio, reported tanks 
and infantry in large numbers moving toward Loc Ninh and the South. 
 
   At 0300 hours, 5 April, a rocket attack on Loc Ninh was initiated by the NVA. At this point 
Colonel Vinh became concerned about Loc Ninh itself. He informed LTC Schott and myself 
that now he would order the 1ST Cavalry Regiment back to Loc Ninh. We told him in no 
uncertain terms that it was too late. Besides, FSB Alpha had an anti-tank ditch and four tubes 
of artillery. Colonel Vinh disregarded this advice and ordered the Rangers, 2/9 Rifle 
Companies and the 1ST Cavalry at FSB Alpha to return to Loc Ninh. The five APCs and one 
tank at the intersection of QL13 and QL14 were to "cover the withdrawal." 
 
   At 0335 hours, the Commander of the let Calvary informed Colonel Vinh he was 
surrendering. Vinh said he understood! As a result of Vinh's action, it became clear to me that 
he did not intend to fight the NVA and I told Vinh he no longer commanded anything. The 
regimental staff, with the exception of the regimental XO, backed me. LTC Schott also 
backed me. As of that moment, and for the rest of the battle of Loc Ninh, I commanded the 
9th ARVN Regiment. 
 
   I immediately contacted the commander of the 1ST ARVN Cavalry Regiment and told him 
I would "air strike" him if he surrendered without a fight. He stated that they would try. Ten 
minutes later the Rangers and 2-/9 contacted me and said they were attempting to fight on to 
Loc Ninh; but, the 1ST Cavalry had surrendered and was moving West with the NVA. 
 
   I contacted the United States Air Force (USAF) Forward Air Controller (FAC) and 
requested air strikes on all personnel and vehicles moving toward the west and into 
Cambodia (Note 1). A Spectre Gunship reported attacking armored vehicles moving west, 
five kilometers from QL13. 
 
   The Rangers and 2/9 made contact with the five APCs and one tank from the 1ST Cavalry 
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at the intersection of QL13 and QL14. As many personnel as possible mounted the vehicles 
and they tried to break through to Loc Ninh. I requested that "Spectre"" try to cover their 
withdrawal. This is the unit that was ambushed just north of Loc Ninh. The Rangers reported 
an ambush one kilometer long. I ordered them to light through the ambush and ordered air 
strikes in support. The Rangers reported that Colonel Vinh had ordered them back to FSB 
Alpha. It was at this point that we noticed Colonel Vinh on another radio. We disconnected 
Vinh's handle - and told the staff to keep him off the radio to subordinate units. Vinh was told 
that if he wanted to do something, talk to 5th Division and tell them what was happening. 
 
   As the battle began to develop, the sensor operator from 5th Division began to bang on the 
side of his console. All the little black buttons on his console had turned white. I knew 
nothing about sensors; but I asked him if this real function had ever happened before. He 
stated that animals would sometimes cause an individual sensor to activate but that he had 
never before observed all sensors activated at one time. I asked him for the sensor locations. 
He said only 5th Division knew the locations. I then asked Colonel Vinh and later General 
Hung about these locations. I was unable to obtain a satisfactory answer. I finally asked the 
"Sundog" FAC to contact 5th Division and Corps for the positions of the sensor fields and 
then for him to bomb them. He said, "which one?" I took another look at the sensor console 
and said, "all of them." What was done about this request I don't know; the sensor console 
ceased to operate after our TOC received a hit that morning from a 75mm Recoilless Rifle 
round. 
 
   The volume of fire into Loc Ninh increased over the next two days. The vast majority of 
the fire was rockets and tube artillery, with some mortar rounds. The tube artillery was from 
three locations: (1) Four tubes of 105mm, captured from the 1ST Cavalry Regiment; (2) 
105mm and 155mm firing from the south, probably captured at Hung Tam on 6 April; (3) 
fire coming from the north and northwest. The artillery from this third source was fired from 
a great distance and I believe it was 130mm gun rounds rather than the 155mm previously 
reported. I spoke to an advisor (Note 2) at Hung Tam by radio and he assured me that his 
counterpart had "spiked the tubes" prior to their attempting to pullout. On 6 April, however, 
the Company Commander of the 2nd Battalion, 9th Infantry, at Cam Le bridge informed me 
that the guns from Hung Tam were firing on Loc Ninh. I ordered an air strike on Hung Tam 
at approximately 1900 hours, 6 April. General Hung, however, canceled my order as he still 
believed the guns were in the hands of the 52nd Regiment. By evening of the same day the 
guns had disappeared to the west. Earlier, on the morning of-5 April, direct fire weapons had 
commenced firing into Loc Ninh from across the airstrip to the east. One roundfrom a 75mm 
recoilless rifle struck the 9th Regiment TOC directly in front of the command radio. Both 
LTC Schott and I were wounded in the head and neck (Note 3). Major Carlson, Sergeant 
Wallingford, and Michael Dummond came through the fire and patched us up as best they 
could. 
 
   Major Carlson, in the mean time, attempted to direct the air campaign. MG James 
Hollingsworth, however, demanded to know why "Zippo" was not using all of the air support 
he had provided. I got back on the radio and informed MG Hollingsworth that he would have 
to wait until I got the holes in my head patched up. He apologized to me and in ten minutes I 
was back on the radio. Major Carlson, SGT Wallingford, and Michael Dummond returned to 
the inner perimeter. I never saw Major Carlson again during the battle. At approximately 
1000 hours, 5 April, a 
platoon (two) tanks pulled into the tree line to the west of Loc Ninh. I took a portable radio, 
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LTC Schott, and SFC Lull and headed for the perimeter just outside of our bunker. 
 
   When we reached the bunker with the single 106mm RR on it, SFC Lull was no longer 
with us. We climbed to the top of the bunker and engaged the tanks with the 106mm RR. 
This, I believe, is the tank that has been described in various after action reports as being 
destroyed by direct fire artillery. Infantry engaged us on the bunker and I was wounded again 
(Note 3). LTC Schott and I then went to the artillery compound, got the gunners of their 
bunkers, and ordered them todirect fire into the tree line. I requested an air strike west of the 
camp. The FAC on station  offered the "Spectre" Gunship as a solution. The second tank in 
the woodline was either destroyed by "Spectre" or the lO5mm direct fire. I suspect that the 
"Spectre" actually did the job as there was the appearance of "flashbulbs" going off on the 
back deck of the tank just prior to it blowing up. 
 
   I must dispute the after action reports that claim the tanks stayed exclusively in the 
woodline and supported the infantry. In daylight hours this was true; at night, this was not the 
case. Twice on the night of 5 April, T-54s rolled through the perimeter from the west and 
back out on the airfield side. The first time this happened they were hardly noticed because of 
the intense indirect fire assault on Loc Ninh. The second time this happened the 106mm 
engaged them with canister! The 
commander and driver of both tanks were killed. The tanks then sat in the wire to the east, 
next to the airfield, for about thirty minutes. There was no Spectre on station at the time; and, 
the FAC on station and I both thought the tanks were knocked out of action. I was called by 
the defenders on the east of the compound as the 174th NVA Regiment was making a ground 
assault across the airfield. I called for CBU and NAPALM. This forced them to withdraw. 
The real objective of their attack became obvious when two new drivers from the 174th 
Regiment drove the "knocked out" tanks into the rubber trees across the airfield. During this 
entire first day, I tried to coordinate with Major Davidson and Captain Wanat in the District 
Compound. 
Captain Wanat would get out of the bunker, look around, and report targets. He reported the 
mortars firing from the swimming pool on the grounds of the plantation house. These mortars 
were subsequently destroyed by Spectre. He also alerted me to the presence of an NVA 
forward observer located on the top floor of the plantation house. General Hung would not 
clear "Spectre" to fire on the plantation house. As a result, LTC Schott and I took with 
106mm canister fire. During this entire period, Major Davidson whined on the radio. His 
complaint was that I was "hogging all the air strikes" for the main compound. A simple look 
at a picture of Loc Ninh from' the air, however, will show that all these compounds were 
interconnected. I told him to get off the bunker and look at where the air was going in. Later 
in the night Captain Wanat described the Major as being "distraught." Under the 
circumstances, I think the Captain's words were most kind. I consider Major Davidson's 
actions as being most unprofessional, to the point of being childish and cowardly. Nothing 
that 
happened, to include his "escape" from Loc Ninh, alters my initial impression that this officer 
acted in a cowardly fashion throughout the battle. 
 
   At approximately 2200 hours, 5 April, I saw Colonel Vini tell his bodyguard and two other 
soldiers to do something. They donned flack jackets and helmets. They then sprinted from the 
bunker. I finally ascertained, upon their return, that Vinh had ordered them to open the gates 
of the compound. Vinh explained: "we had do this so we can run out easier". By this time we 
had approximately one hundred wounded, from all compounds, in the hospital bunker. 
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Colonel Vinh was preparing to desert them and run away. I seriously considered shooting 
Vinh there and then bur I had not reached that point yet; that would come later. 
 
   The remainder of the first night was basically artillery fire on the compounds. I established 
with the FACs (Note 4) and the Spectre Gunships, that only I would  clear each target and 
would provide my initials to take responsibility. From that point on they never allowed 
anyone, including Vinh and General Hung, to cancel a target. 
 
   At 0500 hours, 6 April, I saw tracers coming up from the area of the rubber plantation 
office and processing plant. These were east of the airfield and I ordered them destroyed by 
NAPALM and 250 pound bombs, ("Snake & Nape"). This was done and no more fire came 
from that area. Amazingly, I also saw tracers coming from the police station on the edge of 
town. The brave policemen and one policewoman continued to hold out. 
 
   At 0900 hours, 6 April, I was informed by a Spectre Gunship that an anti-aircraft gun on a 
vehicle was firing from the village square in Loc Ninh. I cleared Spectre to engage this target. 
I refused to allow jet aircraft to engage this target to protect the Loc Ninh village from 
collateral damage. At approximately 1100 hours, I was notified by the forces on the east side 
of the perimeter that women and children were coming up the road from the village. This was 
verified by the FAC on station (Note 1). When LTC Schott and I climbed to the top of 
bunker, we saw one of the most pitiful sights I have ever witnessed. The NVA were forcing 
the children and teachers to walk toward the compounds carrying an American flag. I fired in 
front of 
them and they fled back into the village. At approximately 1400 hours, the lone survivor, 
from the Recon Company, reported tanks and infantry moving toward Loc Ninh from the 
west in regimental strength. I called for air strikes on these targets. The soldier on the radio 
adjusted this fire until the bombs were heard on our radio and transmissions ceased. I did not 
know his name but he was a real hero. 
 
   At 1700 hours, 6 April, Loc Ninh's main compound was overrun the first time by infantry. 
Elements of the 174th Regiment attacked in company strength across the airfield and a 
battalion of E-6 Regiment attacked from the west. The company from the 174th massed and 
tried to run through the front gate as a group. They were decimated by the CBU that I called 
onto the camp's perimeter. The battalion from the west stopped in the wire when Spectre 
engaged their supporting tanks. The tanks turned tail and ran. Earlier that morning two TOC 
radio operators, the regimental surgeon, and myself had crawled into the barbed wire on the 
west perimeter. With LTC Schott and SGT Lull covering us, we placed claymore mines and 
white phosphorous grenades behind the six "FOOGAS" drums on that side. We then attached 
the mines and grenades to a blasting machine with communications wire. When I climbed the 
steps, I saw hundreds of NVA "standing" in the wire and the ARVN soldiers staring at them. 
When I detonated the "FOOGAS", it was brutal, as if coming out of a daze the ARVN 
soldiers began firing. The NVA battalion was decimated. When I went outside to check the 
soldiers, a single T-54 Tank rolled from the woodline and entered the perimeter. I grabbed an 
M-72 LAW and fired directly into the front of the tank. The tank and crew were not 
impressed! Finally, Spectre munitions "sparkled" on the rear deck of the tank and it took a 
round into the engine 
compartment. The defenders on the bunker line then killed the crew as they exited the tank. 
That evening when I checked the bunker lines, the 9th Regiment was down to about fifty 
defenders. There were about 150 wounded in the hospital bunker. The regimental surgeon 
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and I went to the hospital and ordered all who could walk back to the perimeter. There was 
no whining, they just went and did their duty. 
 
   As the surgeon and I were putting the wounded on the perimeter, I noticed that the disabled 
enemy tank was gone. I questioned a young soldier in the bunker near where the tank had 
been sitting concerning what had happened to the tank. He explained: "Another pair of tanks 
had come out of the rubber trees and drug the disabled tank away." I then asked him why he 
had not fired his X-72 LAW at the tanks. In response, he said "the tanks were nor shooting 
and he didn't want to make them mad." I understood his reasoning and could only pat him on 
the shoulder to convey my feelings. It is my experience that the M72-LAW is ineffective 
when attacking the frontal armor of the T54 Tank. 
 
   That night Colonel Vinh ordered all the warm soda pop stored in the TOC be opened and 
passed out to the troops. This was Colonel Vinh's last contribution to the battle. He had 
stripped off his uniform and was wearing only white under shorts and a T-shirt. He told me 
we would have to surrender soon. He advised me to keep a white shirt handy. He also told me 
we were lucky because we were officers. We could surrender. Junior enlisted men would be 
shot by the NVA. The regimental surgeon 
confirmed Vinh's statement. We went around the perimeter and told all the Border Rangers to 
strip to their underwear and try to get to the Cam Le bridge. This was done because it was 
generally accepted that the Montagnard, Cambodian, and Nhung soldiers would be executed 
by the NVA. It was then that I learned that most of the unwounded Infantry soldiers on the 
perimeter were from the 2nd FSB Alpha and the bridge. They stated that they had been given 
the option to go north, south, or 
stay. This group had come to Loc Ninh. That night about twenty men straggled in from the 
3rd Battalion which had been located south of the camp. The 3rd Battalion had been virtually 
wiped out by the NVA 272nd Regiment on the high ground south of the camp. 
 
   That night, 6 April, at approximately 2000 hours, lights were seen in the open south of the 
camp. I directed CBU and NAPALM onto the lights. These lights were within 500 meters of 
the barbed wire. I did not determine until the next evening what they were. At about 2300 
hours, two 240mm rockets landed almost simultaneously on the Loc Ninh Infantry and 
Artillery compounds. What these notoriously inaccurate, weapons achieved is amazing. One 
struck the hospital bunker, killing every wounded soldier and medic inside. The regimental 
surgeon was with me and was spared. The other hit the ammunition dump, in the Artillery 
compound, and totally destroyed the guns and soldiers. General Hollingsworth, who was 
flying overhead at the time, said: "it looked like a nuclear explosion." 
 
   At 2330 hours, 6 April there was another major attack from the east across the airfield and 
through the wire from the west. This was repulsed with air strikes and the last few rounds of 
106mm canister ammunition. After the attack, Sergeant Wallingford and Michael Dummond 
brought food and encouragement from the inner perimeter. I did not see Major Carlson; the 
others said he was manning the radio. Sergeant Lull had become moody and refused to leave 
the bunker after the second major attack. He asked what my plan was and I said: "To fight." 
He was not happy with my response. Though he had been wounded only slightly, his mental 
attitude had greatly deteriorated. 
 
   LTC Schott and I moved throughout the perimeter that night and used a portable radio to 
direct air strikes. We were both wounded a number of times during the night (Note 3) and 
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LTC Schott kept repeating: "I'm glad you are here" By early morning, I noted that there was 
some mental deterioration in LTC Schott. I believe it was caused by the head wound he had 
received on the first night of the battle. Despite his head wound, LTC Schott continued to 
fight throughout the battle. His bravery under fire is unquestionable and he gave me his 
loyalty and support to the very end of the fight. I further believe this mental deterioration 
significantly influenced his actions on the following day. 
 
   Early on the morning of 7 April Loc Ninh became strangely quiet. There were occasional 
artillery rounds and mortars but little else. It was as if the attacking force and the defending 
force were holding their breath for some reason. I increased the air strikes to the west and 
observed numerous secondary explosions. I also cleared the Spectre Gunship on station to 
fire at will into the plantation house and 
grounds. Major Davidson, during this phase of the battle, continued to periodically come up 
on the radio from his bunker and complain the lack of fire support he was receiving. His 
statements were totally absurd and embarrassed LTC Schott, Major Carlson, Captain Wanat, 
Sergeant Wallingford and myself. The FACs tried to reassure him, to no avail. Major 
Davidson was scared to death. 
 
   About 0700 hours, 7 April, there was another major ground attack, from the west and north 
from the town of Loc Ninh itself. Tanks entered the perimeter from the west. One T-54 Tank 
chased me around the perimeter until I could get behind it and shoot an into its rear section. 
During this "chase" Captain Dey, a brave helicopter pilot from the 1st of the 9th Cavallry, 
tried to draw the tank's fire off of me with his LOH. In fact, it is most probable his actions 
enabled me to eventually destroy the tank (Note 7). 
 
   Captain Dey also observed the mass of bodies in the barbed wire and the trench lines. Many 
of the bodies were entangled, friend and foe, indicating that at some point in the late evening 
hours of 6 April the fighting had been close quarter, "hand-to-hand", combat. 
 
   At approximately 0800 hours, 7 April, Colonel Vinh, his loyal body guards still trailing 
him, ran out through the front gate of Loc Ninh and surrendered. The 9th Regiment 
Executive Officer (XO) observing Colonel Vinh's desertion and surrender, immediately ran 
from the bunker toward the inner perimeter. I understood why only when I saw him begin to 
lower the flag of the Republic of Vietnam. When I observed his action, I ran after him. When 
I reached him he was pulling off his white T-shirt which he then ran up to the top of the flag 
pole, signifying to the NVA that we were surrendering. I demanded that he pull the T-shirt 
down from the pole. We argued and fought for the rope. As we were fighting over possession 
of the rope, I glanced around and saw all of the soldiers in the TOC were watching from the 
doorway and other soldiers on the perimeter were starting to strip off-their shirts. It appeared 
that the XO's act of surrender was going to end the battle then and there. As the commander, I 
felt the defenders of Loc Ninh could hold on until reinforcements or firepower could be 
provided to enable us to prevail over the NVA. Accordingly, I shot the XO dead and hauled 
down the white flag. The soldiers, upon observing my actions, put their shirts back on and 
faced out again to defend the perimeter. I do not know if anyone put up another white flag 
after I shot the XO. I assume that it was his white T-shirt that was observed by some pilots. 
This shirt, 
however, flew for no more than five or ten minutes. 
 
   From this point through the end of the battle things became absolutely bizarre. A major 
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attack at about 0930 hours, 7 April, required that I call for air strikes on the camp itself. I lost 
all communications with the other members of the team on the inner perimeter. I was later 
told that they had been forced to hide inside the roof when chased from the bunker by a tank. 
At 1115 hours two APCs entered the front gate. Initially we thought these were 1st Cavalry 
troops but when the 
ramps lowered, NVA soldiers piled out. 
 
   At 1000 hours, 7 April, a flight of B-52 aircraft made a bombing run west of Loc Ninh. 
During the bombing mission there was a short lapse in air support over Loc Ninh; but this, as 
some claim, did not cause the fall of Loc Ninh. Also, during the B-52 strike a LOH from 1st 
of the 9th Cavalry came in and attempted to rescue friendly personnel. I left the bunker with 
an M-60 Machine Gun and covered the Vietnamese soldiers jumping onto the skids of the 
LOH. During this action I was 
shot by NVA soldiers coming across the airfield. Contrary to previous reports by the LOH 
helicopter pilots, the personnel who pulled me to my feet were ARVN Rangers, not NVA 
soldiers (Note 8). 
 
   I returned to the TOC and asked for all available fire power to destroy the camp (Note 9). 
SFC Lull then grabbed the radio handset and screamed "no NAPALM". Major Davidson also 
came on the net and yelled "no NAPALM". LTC Schott then took the handset and talked to 
"someone". He recommended me for a high award and signed off. At that moment I told 
Schott and Lull that we should now fight our way out. Colonel Schott said he couldn't make it 
with his wounds and that Lull and I should go. I said, "that's it, we all stay". As the NVA 
began to throw satchel charges into the bunker, Lieutenant Colonel Richard Schott, 
understanding there was no time to argue; believing he could not physically endure an 
attempt to E & E, and knowing I would not leave him; sat down on a stool and shot himself 
between the eyes with his own .45 caliber pistol. LTC Schott's action was not an act of fear, 
Dick Schott died to save SFC Lull and myself. I have heard disparaging remarks about LTC 
Schott's action from a number of people, including some General Officers. In response to 
these people, I say: "On the best day of your life, you should hope to be half as brave as LTC 
Richard Schott." His was an act of sacrifice, not personal desperation. He died for me! No 
one else was there, except Lull. No one has the right to judge Dick Schott except for me 
because I was there. He is the bravest man I have ever known. He is dead, not missing in 
action (MIA) and the North Vietnamese know it! Then I went to the roof the NVA entered 
the bunker. They cut off LTC Schott's collar and name tag and, then tried to cut off his head. 
During this, SFC Howard Lull and twelve ARVN soldiers "played dead" in the TOC! 
 
   I went to the roof of the bunker and tried to organize the three soldiers left in the trench 
line. They just ran back and forth yelling "May Bay" the Vietnamese word for helicopter. I 
tried to call for air support on the radio but it was destroyed by gunfire from an NVA who 
had mounted a tower in the inner perimeter. One bullet went through my radio, and the back 
pack, and entered my back. This bullet, or part of it, lodged in the base of my left lung (Note 
3). 
 
   Immediately after I was shot, by the NVA soldier located on the inner perimeter tower, I 
saw a LOH swooping in on my position from the west. He headed straight toward me. At the 
same moment I saw NVA coming out of the bunker line to fire on the LOH. I tried to wave 
him off as I no longer had a radio. Finally, just before he flared to land, I shot out his 
windshield and the LOH moved away to the South (Note 7). 
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   I re-entered the bunker and killed three NVA who were attempting to cut off LTC Schott's 
head. The instant they were dead, SFC Lull and the twelve ARVN soldiers "came back to 
life". I tried to organize the thirteen people and with the Regimental Surgeon, who came 
down the other stairwell, led them outside. We retook two bunkers on the bunker line. We 
held these bunkers until 1830 hours. Then as "Spectre" made a pass on targets to the west, we 
escaped through the mine field to the southwestJust on the other side of the perimeter road, a 
squad of NVA jumped up and engaged us. During this engagement I was shot in the groin 
with a pistol. I also received a small schrapnel wound in the lower right abdomen (Note 3). 
 
   We returned fire and killed all five NVA but my bowels filled with blood and I had to pull 
down my pants and defecate. While I was in this position, SFC Howard Lull stood up and 
announced that I had to be left behind. I was virtually immobile and so physically and 
emotionally drained that I could only cry. SFC Howard Lull and all but two of the ARVN 
soldiers chose to desert me. They moved toward a hill mass where they felt they would be 
secure until they could escape or be rescued. The Regimental Surgeon and my bodyguard, 
Corporal Hen, stayed with me. We started south and avoided any movement by the NVA. 
When we reached the small stream bed about 500 meters south of the camp, we saw what the 
lights the night before were from. A reinforced company had tried to dig into the walls of the 
stream bed. They were still there, almost all had been killed by the CBU and NAPALM. We 
looked at the wounded; they looked at us; we moved on. During the night we observed a 
massive air strike go onto the hill mass that SFC Lull and the ARVNs had run up. I believe 
they were killed by the air strike. Subsequent to my capture the NVA Commander told me 
they had all been killed. During this night, we had three contacts with the NVA. After the 
third contact we were all crawling from exhaustion and wounds. 
 
   At 0800 hours, 8 April, I spotted a FAC. I used my LRRP mirror to signal him. In response, 
the FAC called in a flight of two fast movers dropping CBU. I was again wounded (Note 3). 
We fled, as best we could, toward the rubber trees south of the camp. As we stumbled up the 
hill, I saw a white rice bowl fall to the ground. I shot the soldier who was eating with my 
pistol and we continued on. The next thing I saw was a huge orange flash and then my left 
leg was knocked from under me (Note 3). I was knocked unconscious. When I came to my 
senses, I had a great weight on my head. An NVA soldier was standing on my head. I saw 
them shoot my bodyguard dead. They were lining up the Regimental Surgeon when I forced 
my way to my feet. 
I tried to shoot my .45 caliber pistol but the slide was back and it was empty. The NVA just 
took it out of my hand. I explained that they did not want to kill a doctor. He could help 
them. Right or wrong, I intended to preserve at least one friend from that battle. The Surgeon 
cursed me for telling them he was a doctor but the NVA let him live. He was eventually 
released with me in 1973. 
 
   When they took me to their headquarters an older officer ran down the hill and hit me 
across the face with a bamboo stick (Note 3). A distinguished looking officer then ran down 
the hill and threw the man who had hit me aside. He kicked the man and told him in 
Vietnamese that I was a good soldier. The whacking came because the doctor had, 
inadvertently, called me "Zippo". It seems that "our friend" Colonel Vinh had told the NVA 
much during his short stay with them. The distinguished looking officer had me undressed 
and my wounds treated. Treatment was superficial at best. They tried to give me food but I 
was afraid to eat because of the abdominal wounds. The interpreter, who spoke perfect 
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English, told me I had been captured by the 272nd Regiment, 9th NVA Division. He further 
stated that I was the guest of the "Group Commander", "Mr. Tra". When I asked if he didn't 
mean Regiment or Division Commander, he said that Mr. Tra had many Divisions. 
 
   Soon, my old jeep arrived carrying Major Carlson, SGT Wallingford, and Mick Dummond. 
Mr. Tra had no words for any of them. We were added to the load in the jeep and i was then 
tied to the floor boards. We went to the West until we reached the road to the scissor bridge. 
We then went North to the river and east back toward QL13. When a Spectre Gunship flew 
over they laid branches on the jeep and left me tied to the floor board. They also left the 
engine running. I knew the destruction Spectre did to tanks and I couldn't even imagine what 
it would do a jeep. Although I probably gave away a secret, I finally yelled to them, in 
Vietnamese, to turn off the engine. At QL13 we crossed the underwater bridge. We also met 
up with a number of 
captured ARVN M577 vehicles hauling items for the NVA. When we reached Snoul, I was 
given additional medical treatment for the benefit of photographers. 
 
   Carlson and Wallingford told me how a tank had chased them out of their bunker and how 
they had hidden in the roof of the bunker. Then Carlson said he had been wounded in the 
chest, by a "Mini Gun" from one of the Cobra helicopters. I told him that I was outside the 
bunker when the Cobras were shooting and the only thing fired was "NAILS." He became 
quite flustered and told me he was now ready to take command. SGT Wallingford and I said 
"cold day in Hell." It seems that Ed Carlson believed he was seriously wounded. According 
to Wallingford, immediately after Carlson was hit, he was bleeding a lot and Sergeant 
Wallingford gave him a shot of coagulant. It was too much coagulant because Carlson began 
to hallucinate. While hallucinating, Carlson tried to shoot at things coming out of the bunker 
wall and had to be disarmed. At some time on 8 April, the NVA heard Carlson, Wallingford, 
and Dummond in the bunker and began pouring gasoline onto the bunker and into the firing 
ports. The defenders assumed the NVA objective was to burn them out. The Americans, the 
Frenchman, and the ARVN crawled out of the bunker and surrendered because they feared 
being burned alive. 
 
   On 9 April 1972, I was again taken to see Mr. Tra. He was now in Snoul. He said I would 
be well treated and that he would check on me. I interpreted his comment as soldier to soldier 
talk, not propaganda. That night we were separated from Mick Dummond and driven to the 
East on QL13. Late that night we were taken out of the jeep and walked all the rest of the 
night to a prison near to Kratie, Cambodia. They took my shoes and clothes. I marched in GI 
socks and a Sarong. The next morning we waited outside the camp. This was because the 
NVA didn't want us to see any other prisoners. While we waited, Major Carlson and Ken 
Wallingford counted my visible wounds. There were, from head to toe, thirty eight (38) holes 
in my body (Note 3). 
 
   In closing this report of my observations on the Battle of Loc Ninh, I state: There were 
those on the ground and in the air who can debate their own participation and performance; 
as for my performance, the Battle of Loc Ninh was mine - I ran it all! For better or for worse, 
I did it.' 
 
 
MARK A. SMITH 
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